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CHAPTER 1 

INTROVUCTTON ANV NOTATTON 

1. 1. I~oduction 

In applied science it is common to set up a model of a system in which 

certain variables are functionally related. An example that a ppears in 

economics (see Theil [THE]) is the following : Let ~i be the true in

come of subject i and ni his true consumption . These two variables are 

assumed to be related through: 

(1.0) 

where 8 represents the subjeet's marginal propensity to consume. This 

functional relationship is disturbed by observational error. Observed 

values of income and consumption are given by: 

The object of statistical interenee in this case is to estimate a and 

8 from a set of observations x 1 ,y1 , ... ,xn,yn, 

The functional relationships to be considered in this thesis can be 

written: 

+ e. 
~ 

x. 
~ 

(i I, ... ,n) 

where f. : lR.k x lRP + lR. 1 , y. and x . re present the observations, i;. E Rk 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

is the ith so-called nuisance parameter, 8 € ~ is the unknown para-

meter and ei and ei represent the independent observational errors 

with zero means . 

This observational model is one of the 'error in variables' mode l s. We 

will briefly review these models, in order to pinpoint the scop e of 

this thesis. The 'controlled variables' model (Fedorov [FED]) is a 

generalization of the Berksen case in regression [BER]. In this model 

observations are given according to: 



where x1 is an unobserved random variable with known mean x10 . This 

model is obtained, when an experimenter chooses xiO' but for reasens 

outside his control the point at which observations are actually taken 

is unknown to him and given by xi = xiO + error. The statistical 

problems arising are quite different from these in disturbed function

al relationships. 

In this thesis we will not discuss the 'structural' relationship, where 

~ 1 , ... ,~n is a sample from some distribution, nor will we pay atten

tion to the 'ultrastructural' relationship, originated by Do lby 

[DOL-4], which is a synthesis of the structural and functional rela

tionships and where ~ 1 , .•• ,~n can be subdivided into a number of 

groups, each group being a sample from some distinct population. The 

reasen for not discussing these models is that we feel that the dis

tine tio n made between these models and the functional relatio nship is 

irrelevant for the inference wi th respect to B. This is shown by an 

example. Suppose that observations yi and xi are given according to: 

( 1.1) 

Suppose that additionally 

( 1. 2 ) e" 
i 

x. 
~ 

where for simplicity ei, ei and el are taken to represent independent 

standard normal variates. 

The unconditional approach of Dolby a.o. to the estimation problem in 

thi s s tructural relatio nship would be to substitute (1.2) into (1.1) 

w ~t 

e~ · + e' 
~ i 

The likelihoed Lof a sample x 1 ,y 1 , ... ,xn,yn can be written down. The 

large samp le varianee of the maximum likelihoed estimator is equal to 

the inverse of the expected information (-lli log" L)-1 , whic h is a 

function of the sample size and B only. Howe ver, using the large

sample varianee to indicate the precision of the estimate for finite 

sample size goes against intuition. For, if by chance the majority of 

the absolute values of ei is large, we expect the inference wi t h res

pect to B to be more conclusive than in the case that they are small. 
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Of course, in the long run the unconditional confidence statements for 

fixed sample size will approximately have the correct confidence 

frequency. However, even though the distribution of a sample x 1 , ... ,xn 

does notdepend on 8, there will be subsets of the sample space for 

which the confidence statements have a higher confidence frequency 

than we ought to expect and vice versa. The existence of such 'biased 

relevant subsets' [ROB-1] is an objection to using the inverse of the 

expected information as a varianee estimate for finite sample sizes. 

Another objection to the unconditional approach is the dependenee of 

the estimation results on the population from which ; 1 , ... ,;n is sup

posed to be a sample, i.e., estimators are dependent on the frequency 

of samples which actually did not occur. It is exactly for this reason 

that it is common to condition on the marginal totals in contingency 

tables. 

Similarly, in structural relationships one should condition on the 

actual ; 1 , ... ,;n. This conditional approach then leads to inference in 

functional relationships. 

The argument above is similar to that inherent to the Ancillarity 

Principle, originated by Fisher [FIS] and discussed by Wilkinsen [WIL] 

and Barndorff-Nielsen [NIE] a.o. 

Without further knowledge of the error distributions, the inference 

for 8 is essentially undefined. This was shown by Solari [SOL], who 

proved that, assuming the errors to be normal with unknown variances 
2 2 a and a not depending on i, the likelihoed has no maximum and so a x y 

maximum likelihoed estimator does not exist. Additional information is 

needed. 

The additional information may be that var x 1 

all i and o 2 or a2 known.· This case may occur x y 

a~ and var yi = a~ for 

when a new measuring 

apparatus is calibrated, relative to one whose measuring varianee is 

known from experience. For a re~ent treatment of this case see Moberg 

and Sundberg [MOB]. 

Alternatively, additional information may be present in the form of 

repeated observations ([VIL-1,2], [NUS]) or inthefarm of knowledge 

about the ranksof the means of observations ([WAL-3], [CAR], [WAR], 

[NUS]). 

Most writers assume the additional information to have the fol l owing 

form: Let 
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with Vi positive definite, then v1 is assumed to be known. Without 

loss of generality we may take Vi = I. This is the assumption on the 

additional information that is used throughout this thesis. 

Attention will be confined to estimators that minimize the total sum 

of squares, i.e., they are a solution to 

( 1. 3 ) 

where llall denotes the Euclidean norm of a. These estimators are maxi

mum likelihoed if the errors are normal with common variance. Some 

writers refer to them as 'orthogonal least squares' (OGLS) estimators, 

as they minimize a sum of squares of orthogonal distances. They may 

a lso b e call ed 'nuisance regress ion' estimators, as s 1 , ... ,sn are p art 

of the estimation problem but not object of the inference, and for 

that reasen called nuisance parameters. 

A survey of the topics treated in chapters 2 - 7 and their relation to 

lite rature are now given. 

Dolby and Freeman [DOL-4] formul ated the computation of maximum likeli

hood estimators in the normal case as a nonlinear least squares problem 

in kn + p unknowns. However, if the errors are independent and identic

ally normal, that computation amounts to the solving of (1.3) a nd can 

be formulated to be e ssentially a nonlinear least squares problem in p 

unknowns. This is done in chapter 2. 

Egerton and Laycock [EGE] showed by a simple example that Dolby and 

Freeman's iterative scheme may converge invalidly, i.e., to wrong 

values forS and si· In chapter 2 it is proven that, at least for dis

turbed linear functional relat ionships with common error varianc e, a 

modifi ed ve r s ion of the iterative scheme of chapter 2 converges validly 

with probabili t y close to 1 f or lar ge n, f or some specified starting 

values, provided the data are not too noisy . 

In literature, the asymptotic distribution of OGLS estimators is known 

only for the bivariate linear func t ional relationship (1.0) or s i mple 

genera lizations o f it, disturbed b y normal e r r o r s with commo n varianee 
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(see e.g. Nussbaum [NUS] and the references in chapter 4). In chapters 

4 and 6 the asymptotic distribution of OGLS estirnators is consistently 

estirnated for general linear functional relationships and general error 

distributions. OGLS estimation in linear functional relationships is a 

special case of minimum sum estimation, discussed in chapter 3. A key 

role here is played by the concept of almest certain uniform conver

genee of certain random functions. Nonlinear least squares estimators 

are also minimum sum estimators and a more or less obvious generali za

tion of Jennrich's result on their asyrnptotic distribution [JEN] is 

given in chapter 3. 

The testing of linear hypotheses and the estimation under linear equa

lity constraints in linear functional relationships are the subject of 

chapter 5. 

In chapter 6 nonlinear functional relationships are discussed and 

chapter 7 contains an application in chemistry of the methods developed 

so far. It concerns the estimation of some chemical reaction model 

parameters, and nuisance regression is compared to a simple ad-hoc 

rnethod. A part of this chapter appeared befere [ WAT]. 

Inference in functional relationships is not confined to physical and 

chemical sciences. 

In economics the inference is called 'estimation in simultaneous equa

tions with measurement errors'. Andersen [AND] gives a survey. Geraci 

[GER-1] adopts the unconditional approach, discussed above, to solve 

the inference problem. 

In systems theory the inference is called 'parameter identification in 

the presence of input noise'. Guidorzi [GUI] solves the identificati on 

problem by assuming the noise statistics to be known and gives an e x

pression for the covariance matrix of the parameters, which is correct 

only for input noise with small variance. 

Other fieldsof application may be found in this thesis' references. 
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1. 2. Notctüon 

Whenever we want to use A as a short-hand notatien for an expression B, 

we write A:= B or, alternatively, B =:A. Insome cases f(A) := f(B), 

where f is some expression, will have the same meaning. 

1 • 2. 1 . Mat!Uc.u. a.nd ve.c.toM 

All veetors are considered to be column vectors. 

If f is a vector, then f. denotes its ith component. 
l. 

Likewise, if f 1 , .•. ,fn are scalars, then f denot es the n-vector with 

ith component fi. 

If A is a matrix with elements A.j' then AT denotes its transpose, A. 
l. l.* 

the transpose of its ith row, A . its jth column and r(A) its rank. 
*J 

Occasionally, an n-vector is considered as an n x 1-matrix. 

The Eclidean norm of A is denoted: 

!IAII :=(l: A~y, 
i,j J 

and the 'square' of A by 

The Moore-Penrose inverse of A is denoted by A+. If A is column regular 

we have 

A square root of a positive semidefinite matrix A is any matrix A~ 
that satisfies 

A • 

Furthermore: 

and 

The no tat ien A > 0 indicates that A i s positive definite. 

The smallest real eigenvalue of a square A will be denoted by À 
min,A 

and the largest by À • 
max,A 

The notatien A ~ B indicates that A-B is pos i tive semidefi ni te. 
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7.2.2. Ra~dom vaniabl~ 

The expectation of a vector random variable z is denoted by m z and 

its covariance matrix by VAR(Z ) . 

The covariance matrix of z 1 and z 2 is the matrix of covariances of 

their components and is denoted by: 

Consequently, 

and VAR(Z) = COV(Z,ZT) . 

A sequence of random variables z 1 , ... ,zi, .. . is denoted by {Zi } and is 

said to converge in distribution to some Z if the distribution f unc

tion of zi converges to that of Z. This is denoted 

z. ~ z . 
~ 

If, moreover, z is normally distributed with expectation ~ and co

variance matrix E (notation z ~ N(~,E)) we write 

The sequence · {Zi} is said to be asymptoticaZZy normaZ i f 

Note that {Zi} may or may not converge in this case. 

The sequence {zi} converges to Z i n p~obabi Zity if for all E > 0 

This is denoted by 

The sequence {Z . } converges to Z aZmos t cer tainZy if P (Z. + Z) 1. 
~ ~ 

This is equivalent to 

P (11 zi - zll > E in fini tely of ten) 0 

and denoted by 
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We have: 

a.c. 
zi -+ z . 

Z. a._;;. z 
~ 

implies z. !; z implies 
~ 

A sequence of functions {fi (6,Zi)} is said to converge to g(S) almast 

certainly, uniformly in 6 if 

d 
A sequence of estimators {êi } is weakly consistent for Ba if Si -+ Ba, 
and it is strongly consistent for Ba if êi a.~. Ba· If §i is termed 

'consistent', it is understood that {S.} is strongly consistent. 
~ 

1.2.3. V~vativ~ 

If f is a real-valued function of some vector-valued 6, then f' de

notes the column vector of first derivatives of f with respect to 6, 

and f" denotes the matrix of secend derivatives: 

f' := Us~) 
~· 

and 

Likewise, if f is a vector-valued function of 6, then f' denotes the 

matrix of first derivatives: 

f l (afi) 
:= as . · 

J 

Finally, f' (6a) denotes f' (6) evaluated at B Ba· 
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CHAPTER 2 

ALGORTTHMS TO COMPtrrE ESTIMATES IN FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS 

A Gauss-Newton type aZgoPithm to determine nuisanae ~eg~ession estimates is 

desaPibed. For the Zinea~ aase the properties of this aZgoPithm and of the 

sum of squares to be minimized are aonside~ed in more detaiZ. 

A aonvergence theo~em is given. 

It is shown that fo~ the Zinear aase the singuZa~ vaZue aZgorithm is in 

generaZ more efficient than the Gauss-Newton type aZgorithm. 

2. 1. A GauA~-N~ton type algo~m 

The unknowns ~ E N 1 and ~ E Nk are related through one element of a para

metrized family of model functions: 

where 80 represents the parameter vector and ~ is the nuisance parameter. 

It is assumed that f is differentiable with respect to its arguments. 

Now for i= l, ... ,n we have ~i' ~i and fi such that 

Observations are given according to: 

y i ~i + error 

We will consider these estimates for 80 that minimize the total sum of 

squares , i.e., they are a salution to: 

(2. 1) 

subject to 

min 

. 8. ~i 
l.=l, ••• ,n 

n 2 2 L [(~. -y .) + ll~j -xjll ] 
n j=l J J 
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(j = 1, ... ,n) • 

This minimization problem in nk+p unknowns could be solved by a general 

least squares procedure, but the amount of computing time and memory space 

needed may be prohibitive. 

The particular structure of the problem, i.e. n . is dependent on Band;. 
J J 

only, allows one to devise an efficient algorithm to solve (2.1). Essen-

tially the least squares problem (2.1) in nk+p unknowns is reduced toa 

least squares problem in p unknowns. How this is achieved is shown below. 

The algorithm that we are about to define, is of the Gauss-Newton type. The 

modelfunctions fi are linearized with respect to B and si around some 

trial values B* and ~i*' 

with fi* := f(si*'S*l and hi and gi denoting the column vector of deriva

tives with respect to 6 and s, respectively, evaluated in B = 6* and si= si*" 

The linearized problem is then the minimization with respect to B and si 

(i= 1, ... ,n) of 

(2. 2 ) 

The values of B and s. that minimize (2.2) are used as new trial values. 
l. 

Then the process is repeated until some prespecified convergence criterion 

is satisfied. Setting the derivative of (2.2) with respect to ~i equal to 

ze r o and solving for s i results in: 

(2. 3) ;. + (r -
l.* 

x . -
l. 

(fi*+h~<B- S*l +g~(xi - sül -yil 

T 
1 + gi gi 

Substitution of (2.3) into (2.2) results in a linear least squares problem 

in 6 alone: 

(2. 4 ) 

10 

min 
B 

n 

L (f. + h~(B- B ) + gTl.. (xl.. -sl..*) 
n i=l J.* l. * 



Some notatien is now introduced. 

=* resp. X denotes the matrix with ith row equal to ~~*resp. x~. D* is a 

diagonal ma tri x wi th i th diagonal element equal to ( 1 + g'7 g . ) -!. The i th 
l. l. 

row of H* resp. G* is equal to the derivative of fi with respect to B resp. 

~i' evaluated in B = B* and ~i= ~i*" The vector f*xesp.y has components 

fi* resp. yi. 

The operator "diag" wi th a p xp-matrix A as argument produces a p-vector a 

with ai= Aii (i= 1, .•. ,p). Likewise, the image of a p-vector a under the 

transformation "gaid" is a pxp-diagonal matrix A with Aii =ai (i=l, ... ,p). 

Now it can be verified by inspeetion that (2.4) can be rewritten: 

(2. 5) 

with 

(2.6) 

The updated values of ~i are given by (2.3). 

This can equivalently be written: 

(2. 7) 

The updated values of ~i and B are used as starting values in the next 

iteration. For I; E: lR1 the algorithm has been described befere [LIN-1] . 

Of course, convergence o f the iterative process to the global minimum of 

(2.1) cannot be guaranteed in the nonlinear case. An example of invalid 

convergence is given by Egerton and Laycock [EGE]. In the linear case the 

equations are somewhat simpler and the sum of squares (2.1) is uniquely 

minimal, and there are no ether local minima. 

2. 2. The lineaJt model. wlih eü6tWr.bed duign ma:tJUx 

2.2. 7. The atgo~m 

The observational model for an n-vector of observations y can be written: 

(2.8) y = =s0 + error , 

where - might be called the design-matrix. In the ordinary linear regres

sion case = is a known matrix and the least squares estimator for 60 E mP 
is given by 

(2.9) 
_+ = y. 

11 



In the disturbed case, ~ is unknown put observed according to: 

(2 .10) X = - + error . 

An estimate for S now may fellow from: 

(2. 11) min <IIY-~611 2 + llx-~11 2), 
s.~ n 

which may equivalently be written: 

(2. 12) min 
s, ~i* 

i=1, .•. ,n 

It is obvious that (2.12) is a special case of (2.1); we have: 

(2. 13) f = ~s ; H G 

where u : = ( 1, ... , 1) T. 

Estimation of S0 in the linear case with disturbed design matrix is an 

iterative process, where each iteration consists of two steps. First, given 

trial values s* and ~*' a linear least squares problem in s is solved: 

(2. 14) min 
s 

The solution of this problem is known to be: 

(2 .15) s- s* = ~+ <Y- xs l 
* * 

Second, given this solution, the new trial value for ~ is given by 

(2. 16) 

Formulas (2.14) and (2.16) can be verified by substituting equations (2.13) 

in (2.5) and (2. 7). 

It is shown later on that the estimator for s0 , defined by (2.11), is con

sistent and that its distribution is asymptotically normal, provided some 

fairly general conditions on the design matrix and the error structure are 

met. The naive estimator, given by 

(2. 17) + SN := x y 

~s inconsistent. If 

12 

n 
=T= + G > 0 for n + ® and the observational errors 



are independent and identically distributed with varianee a 2 < ~, then 

(2.18) a a.c. ( 2 -1,-1 a 
"N -+ I+ a G "O 

So 6N underestimates 60 , in the sense that 

2 -1 -1 
(I+ a G ) < I • 

If we start the iterative process with 

the result of the first iteration will be: 

_ * unchanged . 

In some cases, 6N will be a net toe bad estimate for 60 (see paragraph 4. 3) • 

The minimization problem (2.11) can be seen to be equivalent to the deter

mination of a smallest eigenvalue. 

First ~is eliminated from the minimization problem. For fixed B, (2.11) is 

minimal for ~ = § satisfying 

0 . 

So 

(2. 19) 
- T T -1 
~ = (X +yB l (I+ BB l . 

Substitution of§ in (2.11), using the identity: 

results in a minimization problem in B alone: 

(2.20) 

If (2 . 11) is minimal at Band=, then (2.20) is minimal at B. Consequently, 

if (2.20) is uniquely minima!, then so is (2.11). 

By writing (2 . 20) as: 

(2.21) min 

ene recognizes 5t to be a Rayleigh quotient (see e.g. NOBLE [NOB]). It is 

well known that the minimum of (2.21) is equal to the smallest eigenvalue 

13 



1 T 1 
of - A A, where A := (-Y; X), and that (~) is the corresponding eigen-

n B 
vector, provided the first component of any eigenvector corresponding 

to the smallest eigenvalue is unequal to zero. Furthermore, all ether 

eigenvalues correspond to nonminimal stationary points. 

Suppose that the first component of an eigenvector corresponding to 

the smallest eigenvalue is unequal to zero. Then: 

which implies: 

0 and or 

This means that some eigenvector of XXT is orthogonal to y, which is 

almest certainly net true if X and y are independent and one of the two 

is continuously distributed. 

The smallest eigenvalue of ATA is almest certainly unique for the same 

reasen 

The minimization of (2.11) has been seen to be equivalent to the mini

mization of the Rayleigh quotient (2.21) with unique salution ê . We 
n 

have: 

(2. 22) 

Fr om 

and 

S' Ul) 
n 

S" (8) 
n 

S' <B ) 
n n 

2 2 T T T 2 
-n{BIIy-XSII +(1+6 6)X (y-X6)}/(1+6 B) 

0 ' ~ s <ê ) 
n n 

2 
n 

2 T T T 
Illy- XBII + 26 (y X- 6 X X) + 

fellows immediately 

14 



(2. 23) S" <à ) 
n n 

T , 
X X/n - ÀI is pos i ti ve de fini te for all n wi th probabili ty 1, because 

for all a: 

or 

min 11Xal1 2 I llall 2 
n 

a 
À > ~ 
min,xTx/n 

i.e., ~is strictly smaller than the smallest eigenvalue of XTX/n and 

so 

À! > 0 . 

RÉSUMÉ. A stationary point (8,=> of (2.11) corresponds toa global 

minimum if XTX/n- b > 0, with ~ = S <S ) , and there is one and only 
n n 

one such point. 

The estimate for 80 in the linear case may also be determined by 

numerical eigenvalue analysis or singular value analysis. 

Householder reduction of (-y; X) to a triangular R plus singular value 
2 3 

analysis of R takes a number of operations equal to n(p+ 1) + 17p / 3 

(Lawson and Hanson [LAW]), where an operatien is a Multiply or Divide 

plus an Add. The Gauss-Newton algorithm discussed above requires the 

solut ion of a least squares problem of size n x p, plus the ad justment 

of = in each iteration step. The Cholesky solution of the normal equa

tions, that correspond to the least squares problem ( 2 .14), requires 

np2/2 + p 3/ 6 operations. The adjustment of = · given by (2.16), requires 

an additional k(n+1) operations. Table 2 .1 gives the high order terms 

for the two alternative methods to compute the estimate for B. 
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TABLE 2.1 

Approximate number of operations, needed for one itera

tion of the Gauss-Newton method (GN) and for the singular 

value analysis (SVA). 

SVA GN SVA I GN 

n = p, p >> 1 20p3/3 2p3/3 10 

n = 2p, p >> 1 23p3/3 7p3 /6 6,6 

n = 4p, p >> 1 29p3/3 13p3/6 4,5 

n >> p n (p + 1) 
2 

np(p/2 + 1) Rj 2. 0 

If n >> p, SVA is preferable to GA, as at least two iterations are re

quired in GN. An additio nal advantage of SVA is its accuracy. 

Whether or not, in other cases, GN is more efficient than SVA depends 

on the average number of iterations needed to meet a prespecified stop 

criterion. Two important factors in this respect are the observational 

varianee and the design matrix itself. 

2.2.2. A ~onve~gen~e theo~em 

In this paragraph we let n ~ oo and keep o 2 fixed. 

If the streng law of large numbers applies for ~ XTX, * XTy and ~ yTy, 

if the errors are independent and identically distributed with mean 

zero and varianee o 2 , and if l ~T~ ~ G > 0, then 
n 

(2. 24) 

The limiting smallest eigenvalue is a 2 , with corresponding eigenvector 

[~0). From a computational point of view it is noted that the second 

smallest eigenvalue of B (notation À~) cannot be arbitrarily close to 

a 2 . In fact we have: 

(2. 25 ) À 1 ~ a2 + À . 
B m~n,G 
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This fellows from: 

provided G- ÀI is regular. Now G can be decomposed: 

G = HAHT for some orthogonal H and diagonal A 1 

and so 

I I I I T -1 
B-ÀI =-À A-H <Yo <A-Hl y 0 + 1l I 

T 
with y0 = H e0 . It is clear that the third factor is positive for 

À < Àmin 1G and this implies (2.23) 

The Gauss-Newton process defined by (2.15) and (2 . 16) 1 i.e.: 

with 

"k+l "k - k 
" -" - p and =k+l - ::k (k = OI 11 • • • ) 

Qk := X-:':k- (:':kl- (y-XSk))(Sk)T(l+ BklTBk)-1 

(X-:':k)- (I-:':k(:':k)+)(y-X8k)( 8k)T(1+(8klT Bkl-l 

and s0 and ::0 arbitrary 1 is not guaranteed to converge. 

The process has to be "damped" in orde r to ensure convergence. One 

way of damping the Gauss-Newt on p roc ess is given by 

(2.26) k k 
Cl p and 

where ak is chosen according to some admissible steplength algorithm1 

f.e. the Curry-Altman algorithm [ CUR]1 [ALT]. Th e latter algorithm fixes 

the search direction and chooses the steplength C1. s uch tha t t h e obj ec

tive function is minimized along the search d i rection. 

For this damped process1 Ortega and Rheinboldt [ORT] proved t he follow

ing theorem. 
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DAMPED GAUSS-NEWTON THEOREM 

Let f: D c ~p ~ ~n (n ~ p) be continuously differentiable on the open 

set D and let g(B) := llf(9)11 2 • 

Suppose that L0 := {B I g(9) $ g(9°)} is compact. Suppose further that 

r(f' (6)) = p for all 6 E L0 and that the equation f' (6)f(9) = 0 has a 

unique salution 90 in L0 . 

Then there exist ak (k = 0,1, ... ) such that the sequence 

remains in L0 and lim 9k = 90 . 
k-><» 

PROOF. [ORT, page 504]. 

(k = 0 111 • • •) 

0 

This theerem makes it possible to prove the asymptotically almest cer

tain convergence of the damped Gauss-Newton process, given by (2 .26), 

for some specified starting values. Denote : 

(2. 27) MIN(B,::::) := llx-::::11 2 + lly-::::BI1 2 • 

According to (2 .19), (2. 20) and (2. 22) we have: 

(2. 28) MIN(B,::::) =min MIN(B,::::) = Sn(S) 

with 

(2. 29) 

Reeall that 

-

T T -1 
(X + yS ) (I + BB ) . 

+ x y and "T" ~ G > 0 
n 

(n ... .,) • 

THEOREM 2. 1. Let (6,::::) minimize MIN(B, :::: ). If 

À > a 2 
min,G 

then the sequence (Bk,::::k), given by (2.26) and by 

and 

converges to (B,::::) with probability approaching 1 for in

creasing n. 

PROOF. The proef is a straightforward application of Ortega and 

ru1einboldt's theerem on the damped Gauss-Newton process. 

From (2.28) and (2.29) f el lows: 

15 



(2. 30) 

It has been proven befere that 

(2. 31) 

and 

(2. 32) 

Consequently: 

and 

a.c. .... 2 
0 + 

2 4 
< o +o À -1 

2 4 2 
o + o I À • G < 2o , max,G 

where 

De fine: 

It is clear that L0 is bounded with respect to -· 

The boundedness with respect to 8 fellows from 

MIN(8,:0) > 2o2 for large B. 

This is proven as fellows: 

MIN(8,:0) ~ min MIN(8,:0) s (8) 
n 

Furthermore, 

s (8) 
n 

a.c. 2 
.... 0 + 

(8-80 lT G(8-80 l 

1 + 8T8 

m1.n, · 

For large 8, the righthand side of the above expression is equal to 

19 



2 As we saw before, the minimum of MIN(8,=l is asymptotically equal to a . 

We also saw that the values of MIN(S,=l in its stationary points are equal 

to the eigenvalues of! (y : -Xl 2 , and we concluded that the secend smallest n . 
2 eigenvalue is asymptotically larger than or equal to. a + À . (see 

m~n,G 

(2.25)). This lower bound is in its turn larger than 2o2 . So, asymptotical-

ly the only stationary point in L0 is the minimum itself, which concludes 

the proef. 

NOTE. An alternative iterative process in the linear case arises from 

directly minimizing Sn(8) ~n MIN(8,=). It can beseen that the Gauss-

Newton iteration stepforS is then given by (2.26), with 

The two (undamped) processes are asymptotically equivalent. 

END OF NOTE. 

0 

The above considerations on the convergence of the Gauss-Newton iterative 

process in the linear case are not very useful in themselves, as there is 

available the very accurate, probably faster and sure to converge method of 

singular value analysis. 

However, they make it plausible to assume that this iterative process also 

converges in the nonlinear case, when at least the nonlinearity is net ex

cessive . 

2.3. The pa4tially ~tunbed d~ign matnix 

This is a generalization of the foregoing. 

Consicter the observational model: 

(2 . 33) x :::2 + error , 
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where y, sl and s2 ~re column veetors with size n, pl and p2, respectively. 

Estimates for S1 and S2 follow from: 

(2.34) 

First ~2 is eliminated by setting the derivative with respect to ~2 equal 

to zero. This results in 

(2. 35) 

Substitution in (2.34) gives the reduced problem: 

Eliminatien of S1 results in 

(2. 37) 

and the reduced problem can be written: 

(2. 38) 

with 

X = PX and 
* 

P is idempotent and symmetrie. It represents the projector on the ortho-

plement of the column space of ~1. Now 

of type (2.20). So 62 may be determined 

iteration consists of two steps. In the 

with ~2* = p~2 for trial values s~ and 

In the secend step the new trial value 

{2.39) 

(2. 38) is recognized to be a problem 

by an iterative process, where each 

first step we solve: 

is given by 

Given S2 , the solution for S1 is given by equation (2.37). 
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The solution te (2.38) is unique and there is only ene point where (2.38) 

is minimal. 

Most writers (see e.g. Sprent [SPR]) use the term 'linear functional rela

tionship' te denote a special case of the foregoing. 

The observational model reads : 

et + 8~i + error 

~i + error 1 

all variables 

The foregoing 

The expressions (2.37) and (2.38) transferm te: 

(2.40) 

where 

and 

y - s;c 

n 

y n L yi 
i=l 

min 
8 

- - 2 2 
ll(y - y) - (x - x) 811 I (1 + 8 ) 

with solution: 

where 
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CHAPTER 3 

ASYMPTOTTCS OF MINIMUM SUM ESTIMATORS 

In this chapter the concept of minimum estimation is introduced, with 

minimum sum estimation as a special case. Conditions are given for the 

strong consistency of the minimum estimator. 

Subject to some conditions the minimum sum estimator is asymptot ical l y 

normal. 

Computable and consistent expressions for the aovarianee matrix are given. 

The asymptotic distribution of the nonlinear leas t squares estimator is 

obtained without the assumption of common observationaZ variance . 

3 • 1 • M-üumum e;., timatio n 

Let {F } denote a sequence of real-valued functions of two arguments, 6 n 
y Here 6 is allowed to vary on a compact subset lB of a p-dimensional 

n 
Euclidean space and Y is a member of some set V 

·n n 
Let {x } be a sequence of V -valued random variables, with distributions 

n n 
not depending on 6. We suppress the second argument and write: 

S (6) := F (6,X ) 
n n n 

ASSUMPTIONS 3.1. There exists g: ~ + R 1 such that: 

* S (6) a~. g(6) as n + oo, uniformly on lB; 
n 

* g(6) is continuous onm and attains its minimum at a 

unique point 6 = 60 . 

DEFINITION. A function S : V +lB satisfying 
n n 

s <8 > n n 
min S (6) 
6ElB n 

is called a minimum estimator. 

23 
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~ a.c. 
THEOREM 3.1. Bn is consistent for Ba' i.e. Bn -+- Ba· 

PROOF. For almast all actual sequences x 1 , ••• ,xn, .•. , thefollowingisvalid: 

Let a* be a limit point of {ê }. Then there is a subsequence Bn such that 
* n t 

ênt ~ B . As Sn converges uniformly and g is continuous we have 

* .... g(B ) 

By definition we have: 

* The left-hand side of this inequality converges to g(B ) and the right-hand 

side to g(Bal' g(B) is uniquely minimal in B =Ba' and so 

fl * B a . 

This is true for all limit points and for almast all actual x 1 , ... ,Xn' .... 

Consequently: 

ê 
n 

a.c. .... 0 

Assumptions 3.1 may be weakened. Theorem 3.1 remains valid if {Sn (B)} has no 

diverging subsequence and all limit functions are continuous and uniquely 

minimal in B = Ba· For this see also a recent artiele by Nakajima and 

Kozin [NAK]. 

Befare we state distributional properties of 6 , we confine our attention 
n 

to a special minimum estimator: the maximum likelihoed estimator. 

INTERMEZZO: t.he consistency of the maximum likelihoed estimator. 

Cramer [CRA] and Huzurbazar [HUZ] proved the consistency of some root of 

the likelihoed equations (independent case). Doob [DOO] and Wald [WAL-1] 

proved the sharper result that the maximum likelihoed estimator is consis

tent. Consistency also fellows from theorem 3.1, where Xn = (x1 , ••. ,xn) is 

an independent sample with camnon density f(x,Bal, and 

n 
s (fl) 

n 
L log f(x . ; Bl 

n i=1 1 
and g(fl) 
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We shall cernpare Wald's assumptions with ours in order to show to what ex

tent assumptions 3.1 are strenger than Wald's assumptions. 

Wald required m to be a closed, not necessarily compact, subset of the p

dimensional Euclidean space and assumed that f(x;Bl ~ 0 if B ~ ~. His as

sumptions 2 and 6 imply the almest certain convergence of Sn(Bl and the 

uniqueness of the minimum g(60 ) of g(8). They do not imply the uniform 

convergence of Sn(8). Wald also required f(x;8) to be continuous in B 

for almost all x with respect to the density f(x;80 ). This requirement is 

sufficient for the continuity of g(Bl. 

END OF INTERMEZZO. 

3. 2. Minimum ~um e1>ti.ma.:üon 

Suppose that Xn = (x 1 , •.• ,xn) with xi mutually independent, and let 

{fi} be a sequence of functions of 8 and xi. 

Denote 

s. (6) := f, (8;x.) 
l. l. l. 

DEFINITION. Sn is called a minimum sum estimator if it is a minimum esti

mator, with 

s U3l 
n 

n 

n L si (8) • 
i=l 

REMARK 1. The factorlis inserted for convenience only. 
n 

REMARK 2. The maximum likelihoed estimator in the independent case, the 

linear and nonlinear minimum sum of squares estimators and Huber's robust 

estimators are all minimum sum estimators. Minimum p-norm estimators are 

another important class of minimum sum estimators: Let Xn be an n-vector 

with independent components xi. We have 

A minimum p-norm estimator minimizes 

n 

t 
i=l 

s. (8) 
l. 

with s (8) 
i 
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Huber [HUB] proposed a robust estimator that minimizes 

2 s 1 (Bl := ok(xi -gi(B)), and pk(t) = t for ltl ~ k and 

for I tI ~ k. 

n 

L si (Bl, with 
i=l 
pk(t) =k(2ltl-k) 

This estimator is less sensitive to outlying observations than the ordinary 

least squares estimator with k = oo 

END OF REMARK. 

Now some lemmas are proved which will turn out to be useful in the context 

of minimum sum estimation. 

ASSUMPTIONS 3.2. 0 
* BQ E lB 

* S (B) has continuous secend derivatives on m0 .; 
n 

* S~(B) and S~(Bl converge almast certainly, uniformly on 

mO and lim s~ (B0 l > 0. 

LEMMA 3.1. Subject to assumptions 3.1-2 we have, uniformly on m0 

S' (tl) 
n 

a.c. 
-+ g' (B) s" Ull 

n 
a.c. 

-+ g" (B) 

PROOF. The lemma is a straightforward consequence of a well-known theerem 

in analysis (Dieudonné, [DIE, theerem 8.6.3]). 

From S' a·J· g' and g differentiable and minimal in B 
n 

s~ (B0 > a . ..;. o. 
B0 it fellows that 

D 

The following lemma is a generalization to the multivariate case of Cramer's 

theerem 20.6 [CRA]. 

LEMMA 3.2. Let {Y.} be a sequence of random ~-vectors and {x.} a sequence 
~ ~ 

26 

of random ~x ~-matrices. Now, if there exists a random vector Y 

such that 

d 
y. -+ y , 
~ 

and if 

X. ~ I , 
~ 



then 

PROOF. Tucker [TUC] formulated and proved, as a consequence of the continu

i ty theerem: 

k m . . 1 2 
"Let T: lR -> lR be a contJ.nuous mappl.ng, and let Z,Z ,z be a 

sequence of k-dimensional random variables such that zi 1 z. Then 
i d 

TZ -+ TZ." 

Zi 2 
This applies to the present case with = (Xi : Yi), k = !1. + !1., m = !1. and 

T(X; Y) = XY, if we first prove that the joint distribution function 

(j.d.f.) of (Xi,Yi) converges to the (degenerate) j.d.f. of (I,Y). From: 

it immediately fellows that 

ma x { 0 , p (X i f: A) + p ( Y i f: B) - 1 } ~ p (X i E A , Y i E B) ~min {p(X . EA) ,p(Y. EB)). 
l. l. 

0 
If I € A , then p (X i E A) -+ 1 and so 

p(Xi EA, Yi EB)-+ p(YEB) . 

c 0 
If I E (A ) , then p (X i E A) -> 0 and so 

p (X i E A , Y i € B) -+ 0 . 

Consequently, the j.d.f. of (Xi,Yi) converges to the j.d.f. of (I,Y) in all 

continuity points of the latter. As these continuity points form a dense 
.t2+JI. 

subset of lR (Tucker, page 79), we conclude that the limiting d~stribu-

tion is unique and equal to the j.d.f. of (I,Y). 0 

Now we are able to prove 

LEMMA 3. 3. Subject to assumptions 3.1-2: If one of the two exists, then the 

limiting distribution functions of -lils'<B l 
n 0 

and 

lil H0 <Îln- B0l, with HO := g" <B0 l, are equal. 

PROOF. From Taylor's theerem it fellows that 
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h h .th . th 
w ere t e ~ row of A is equal to the first derivative vector of the i 

component of s~ <al, evaluated in a = ai for some Bi with 11 Bi- a0 11 ~ !la- a0 11. 

' 0 ' We have that Sn E m for n sufficiently large, as Sn is consistent for 

60 E m0 . Consequently, the following equality is valid for n sufficiently 

large: 

S' <B ) = 0 = S' <B ) + A(B- B ) n n n 0 0 

a 1, ••• ,ap are consistent, because Sn is. s~ converges uniformly and g" is 

continuous in B = a0 and so: A is consistent for H0 . Because almast certain 

convergence implies convergence im probability, we may now apply lemma 3.2 

with Yn = H0 

fellows from 

r- ' -1 
>'n(Bn-BOl and Xn AH0 , and then the truthof lemma 3.3 

( 3 .1) • 

This means that Esi(al is stationary in B = e0 , is differentiable there 

and expectation and differentiation may be interchanged. 

S~(S0 l is a sum of independent random variables and so the central limit 

theorem may be applied in a number of practically important cases to 

guarantee the validity of the following assumption. 

ASSUMPTION 3.4. s~<B0 l is asymptotically normal. 

NOTATION: C (6) 
n 

n 

:= n L 
p=1 

s! (6) (s! (6)) T 
~ ~ 

ASSUMPTION 3.5. E Cn(a0 l is bounded away from 0 for sufficiently large n. 

THEOREM 3.2. Subject to assumptions 3.1-5: 

where nn,O is a square root of ECn(a0 l and H0 

PROOF. We have : 

28 
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and 

The secend term in the right-hand side vanishes because of assump tion 3.3. 

D 0 is regular for n sufficiently large by assumption 3.5. The truth of 
n, 

the theerem is established by considering assurnption 3.4 together with 

lemma 3.3. D 

REMARK. For the above proef only the positive definiteness of ECn(S0 l is 

needed. That ECn(S0 ) is bounded away from zero is needed to prove theerem 

3. 3. 

INTERMEZZO. The asymptotic distribution of the maximum likelihoed estimator. 

In the maximurn likelihoed case we have: 

and 

Expectations are taken with respect to f(x,S0l. 

We will prove that 

All f's are density functions, so 

d2 I - -2 f(x,S)dx 
dB x 

0 . 

X denotes the support of f which we suppose to be independent of s. 
If it is allowed to differentiate with respect to B under the integr a l 

sign, we get: 

for all B • 

From this and from the identity: 

T 
log"f; f"/f- (log'f) (log'f) , 

we conclude: 
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and 

proved by Wald [WAL-2] in 1943. 

END OF INTERMEZZO. 

Theerem 3.2 is of practical value if ECnC80 ) and H0 are known or if con

sistent estimators exist. Because Cn(8) is an avera~e, consistent estima

tors are available if the law of large numbers applies. This is expressed 

in: 

A lemma is formulated now, that can sametimes be used to establish the 

validity of assumption 3.6 in particular cases. 

LEMMA 3.4. If for all 8 in some open neighbourhood BQ of 8Q: 

C (8) - lE C (8) a._;· Q , uniformly on BQ , 
n n 

and ene of the following two conditions is satisfied : 

(i) there exists L(8) such that 

JE en ( 8) + L ( 8) , unifo:nnly on BQ ; 

( ii) 11 JE I c ( 8) 11 :": M f 8 B d :N n or é Q an n é , 

then 

PROOF. Write L (8) := lE C (8) . 
n n 

Assume that (i) is valid. We then have 

llc <B l -L <80 >11 :<:: llc <B > -L <ê >11 +liL es > -L<B >11 + n n n n n n n n n n 
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The first term on the right-hand side of this inequality is almest certain

ly small because en(8) -Ln(8) a._;:. 0 uniformly. The second and fourth terms 

are small because of (i) , and the third term is almast certainly small 

because 8n is consistent for 80 and L(8), as a uniform limit of continuous 

functions, is continuous. 

Now assume that (ii) is valid. Let en denote any component of en and ~n the 

corresponding component of Ln. We have: 

lcn<ênl -tn(8oll $ lcn(Sn) -~n(Bnll + l t n<ênl -9.n(8o>l 

lcn( Snl -tn(Snll + l< t~(Snl)T( Sn - 80 1 1 

for some 8n with IISn- 80 11 $ 11 Sn- 8011. 

Because of (ii) we have: 

Ie <B -R. <80 ll $ Ie <B l -9. <B >I+ Mllê -8011. n n n n n n n n 

The terms on the right-hand side are bath almest certainly small, t he first 

because of the almast certain uniform convergence of en (8) - Ln (8) to zero 

and the second because sn is consistent for e0 . 

THEOREM 3.3. Subject to assumption 3.1-6: 

(3. 2) 

--T D H 
n n 

where D is a square roo·t of e (S ) and H 
n n n n 

C - e a._:. 0 
n,O n 

:= e (S ). We have 
n n 

(assumption 3.6). 

S" <B ) • 
n n 

en,O and ên are positive semi-definite matrices, so there exist square 

roots nn,O and Dn such that 

(3. 3) en,O = n~,O nn,O and e 
n 

Substitution of (3.3) in (3.2) yields: 

-T. 
D D 

n n 
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cn,O' and consequently on,O' are bounded away from zero for n sufficiently 

large and so it fellows that 

This implies the existence of orthogonal matrices An such that 

Îl D-l -A a.c. 0 
n n,O n -+ ' 

or 

(3.4) 

S~ converges uniformly and g" is continuous in B 

consistent for H0 , and so 

From this and from (3.4) we conclude: 

B . Consequently, H is 
0 n 

Now, in view of theerem 3.2, we can apply lemma 3.2 with 

to obtain: 

x 
n 

T ·-T • 
A 0 H 

n n n 

and y 
n 

The standard normal distribution is invariant under orthogonal transforma

tions and so the factor AT in the above expression may be deleted. 
n 

This concludes the proef of theerem 3.3. 0 

Theerem 3.3 is important, because it states that the asymptotic distrihu

tien of S is normal, and enables the computation of an asymptotically 
n 

correct covariance matrix. 

EXAMPLE. In linear regression we have observations y1 , according to: 

y = x~B + error , 
i ~ 

Lth x E JRP known. 
i 
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The M-estimator Bn (Huber's terminology) results from the minimization of 

T 
n (y. -x. B) L p ~ ~ 

i=l s 

where sis some suitably .chosen scale estimate, and .p(t) a suitable loss 

function. 

Let ~ and ~· be diagonal matrices with 

and 

with ti= (y, -x~B)/s. 
~ ~ th T 

X denotes the matrix with i row equal to xi. Now, according to theerem 

3.3, an asymptotically correct covariance matrix of B is equal to 
n 

This expression can also be found in an unpublished paper by Tukey [ TUK] 

cited by Hill [HIL]. For homoscedastic errors and if ~(t) = t, this ex-
2 T -1 

pression reduces to the usual s (X X) • 

3. 3. NoY!Li.ne.aJt i.e.M.t ~qua!Le.6 

The observational model for a sequence of observations {yi} is given by 

(3.5) 

where the fi's are known differentiable functions on a compact subset of 

Euclidean space, and theei's are independent error terms with zero means. 

Under what conditions is the minimum-sum-of-squares-estimator Bn' obtained 

by minimizing 

n 2 L (f. ,s, -yil 
n i=l ~ 

consistent and what is its asymptotic distribution? 

Jennrich [JEN] discussed this question and assumed among ether things that 

the ei are identically distributed with finite varianee o 2 • Of course, the 

least squares estimator is a minimum sum estimator with 
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Jennrich's assumptions imply assumptions 3.1-6 and so theorems 3.1-3 apply. 

We have 

g (fl) 0 2 + lim n 2 
:= L !f. <B> - f. <Ba» 

n-+oo n 1=1 1 1 

exists, and 

s (B) := 
n 

n 

L 
n i=1 

s . (B) 
l. 

a.c. ... g(Bl • 

Furthermore: 

402 ( f I ( B ) ) ~ 
n a 

and 

(3.6) 

where f is a vector function with components f 1 and f' the matrix of deri

vatives of f with respect to B. 

According to (3.6) and theerem 3.2, a consistent expression for the co-

varianee matrix of .Ineen- Bal is given by 

(3.7) 

Th is expression cannot be evaluated, as i t contains the unknown Ba. However, 

consistency is preserved if we replace Ba by Sn in (3. 7) (Jennrich's 

theerem 7). 

Next we prove a theerem on the asymptotic distribution of Bn The error 

terms are not supposed to be identically distributed. 

DEFINITION (Jennrich). The tail oross produotof two sequences of real 

valued functions {gi (B)} and {h1 !Bl} (notation: [g,h]) is said 
1 n 

to exist if -;-Ei=! gi !B1)hi <B2 l converges, uniformly in s1 
and B2. Furthermore: 
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DEFINITION. A sequence of functions a. : ~ -+ :IR1 is said to be equicon-
J. 

tinuous (with respect to i) at 8 = 80 if for all E: > 0 

there exists an open neighbourhood B0 of 80 , such that 

for all 8 E B0 we have: 

la. (8) -a. (80 ) I < e: 
l. l. 

for all i. 

Befere stating the main theerem we formulate and prove one additional 

lemma. 

LEMMA 3.5. Let {ei} be a sequence of independent random variables with 

lEe . 
l. 

0 and I l l+ó 
lE e . ~ c , 

l. 

for some c < oo, ó > 0 and all i, and let {gi} be a sequence 

of ~-+ lR1 functions, equicontinuous in 8 = 80 and bounded, 

uniformly in i. Then 

uniformly for 8 in some open neighbourhood of 80 . 

PROOF. According to one of the streng laws for independent variables 

(see e.g. Petrov [PET, page 272]) we have simultaneously almest cer

tainly: 

n 
}: 

n i=l 

Flirthermore: 

e. -+ 0 
l. 

n 

L tle.l-lEie . l) 
n i=l J. l. 

-+ 0 

n 

+ - I I g. ts> - g. ts0 > 11 e .1 . 
n i=l J. J. J. 

The first term on the right-hand side is small for sufficiently large 

n, as .;;. }: g1 (80 ) -+ 0. 
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The secend term is uniformly small in some open neighbourhood of Ba 
for {g,} is equicontinuous and ~I Ie. I is bounded. Lemma 3.5 now 

~ n ~ 

fellows. 

THEOREM 3.4. Let the observational model be given by (3.5) and let Ba 
be an interior point of a compact subset m of a finite 

dimensional Euclidean space. It is assumed that 

a) a S: :IE e ~ and :IE Ie. 1 2+E S: b for some a > 0, e: > 0, 
~ ~ 

b < ., and all i. 

b) fi' fi and fi are equicontinuous and bounded in m, 
uniformly in i, and all tail cross products exist. 

cl [f(S) -f<B0 l, f(B) -f(B0 l] is uniquely minimal in 

8 = B0 and [f' (80 l, f' <Bol] is regular. 

Now: 

where 

ê 
n 

(Rf' <ê ))~ and H 
n n n 

.!. (f' (0 ) )~ 
n JJn ' 

with R equal to the diagonal matrix of residuals: 

PROOF. Theerem 3.4 fellows from theerem 3.3 if assumptions 3.1-6 are 

satisfied. 

Denote 

and 
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c (13) := 4 Ï 
n n i=l 

s~ (13) (s~ (13) l T 
~ ~ 

4 ~ 2 T 
L (f . (13) -y;) C (13) ( f~ ( 13 )) 

n i=l ~ • ~ ~ 

Sn may not converge. Define 

(3.8) T (13) := S (13) 
n n 

n 2 
~ lEe. 

n i=1 ~ 

1 ( n 2 n n 2 2 ) 
=- ~ (f1 (13l-f.(i30 ll -2 ~ (f.(i3)-f.(i30 lle. + ~ (e.-lEe.l 

n i=1 ~ i=1 ~ ~ ~ i=1 ~ ~ 

Tn(i3) conve rges 1 as we will see 1 and minimizing Tn(i3) is equivalent to 

minimizing Sn(l3). Now assumptions 3.1-6 will be verified one by one. 

The first term on the right-hand side of (3.8) converges uniformly by 

assumption b) 1 the secend converges uniformly by assumption b) and lemma 3. 5 1 

and the third converges to zero by the streng law of large numbers 1 inde

pendent of 13. So Tn(i3) converges uniformly and hence the limit func tion is 

continuous. By assumption c) it is uniquely minimal in 13 = 130 . Assumption 

3.1 is satisfied. 

We preeeed to check assumption 3.2. We have: 

T' (fl) 
n 

The first term on the right-hand side converges uniformly by assumption b) 

and the secend converges uniformly by assumption b) and lemma 3. 5 . In a 

similar way we have uniform convergence of T~(i3). By assumption c ) we have 

that lim T~(i30 l > 0. So far for assumption 3.2. 
n-+<>o 

Assumpti on 3.3 is trivially satisfied. 

We will now show that assumption a) implies Lyapunov' s condition for t he 

asymptotic normality of T~(l30 l = S~(i30 ) (assumption 3.4). 
T 

We first consider the limiting distribution of L := na S~ (130 ) for fixed CL 

We have: 

L 

n 

~ ~i 
i=1 

2e, aT C (130 ) 
~ ~ 

L is asymptotically normal if Lyapunov's condition 

( 
n 2)-1-<'i/2 
~ lE ~ . 

i=1 ~ 
Ï lE I ~. 1 2+6 ... o 

i=1 ~ 
(n -> oo) 
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is satisfied for some 6 > 0 (see Petrov [PET, page 101-2]l. We will 

show that this condition is satisfied for ö = c. Put: 

and 

Gis r~gular by assumption cl. We have: 

4(a_T C (80 ll 2 / 
l. l. 

Consequently: 

n 

L 
n i=1 

Furthermore: 

for some M < ~, because a is fixed and fj_ <a0 l is uniformly bounded. So: 

The above is valid for arbitrary a F 0. 

Consequently, according to the multivariate cen tral limit theerem in 

Varadarajan [VAR], S~(S0 l is asymptotically normal, as required in 

assump tion 3 . 4. 

ECn( B0 l i s bounded away from zero for sufficiently large n : 

n 

~ a L fj_ <S0 l (fj_ <S0 l l T -+ aG > o . 
n i =1 

So far assumption 3.5. 

Finally, we will prove that assumption 3.6 is satisfied. To this end 

we use lemma 3. 4 . We have that 
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c ( 8) - lE c (8) 
n n 

4 1 [{(e~ -i) -2e.(fi( 8) -f . CS0ll}f~( 8) (f ~(8))TJ 
n i=l 1 i 1 1 1 1 

converges to zero, uniformly in 8 by lemma 3.5. lE' en (8) is bounded, uni

formly in n, because fi, fj_ and fi are (assurntpion b)). Lemma 3.4 applies 

and we have: 

C (B ) - lE C (8 ) a·_f · 0 
n n n 0 

Assumptions 3.1-6 are satisfied and theerem 3.4 fellows . 

3. 4. M.üu.mum ~um o6 ~qu.aJLe.d no1rmw 

We will end this chapter by giving some attention to an important special 

case of minimum sum estimation. 

Suppose that si (8) can be written as the square of a normally distributed 

variable ti (8): 

with 

Assumption 3.3 implies: 

0 and 
2 

cr 

0 

Consequently, provided in addition that t~ (80 > is normal, ti (80 ) and ti C80 ) 

are independent. And so: 

(3.9) 

ê := C (B ) is assumed to be consistent for C 0 n n n n, 
ether hand, (3.9) makes it possible to e.ztimate c 0 * n, 

(assumption 3 .6). On the 

b . . 2 d y est1mat1ng cr an 

cn,O separately. This situation i s exemplified by the nonlinear least 

squares estimators discussed in 3.3. 
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In theerem 3.4, 

;)btains when a2 

ê is used to estimate C 0 , whereas Jennrich's result 
n * n, 

and cn,O are estimated separately. In this case, ti (B0 ) is 

no ranäom variable and so (3.9) (and consequently Jennrich's result) is 

valid for independent homoscedastic, not necessarily normal, errors. 
* -* 2 cn,O is estimated by en and a consistent estimate for a is given by 

However, the loss of degrees of freedom is not taken into account and 

will underestimate a2 for finite sample sizes. The loss of degrees of 

dom is determined from the following considerations. 

Taylor's theerem gives: 

( 3. 10l 

with 

because S' cê l = 0, S"(S l is consistent for Ho and lncên- Bol 0(1) n n n n 
(theorem 3.2l. 

s cê l. 
n n 
s cê l n n 
free-

Now nSn(80 ) is chi-square distributed with n degrees of freedom. Further

more, ln<Bn- B0 l is asymptotically normal with covariance matrix specified 

by theerem 3.2. The secend term on the right-hand side of (3.10) is asymp

totically chi-square distributed if and only if 2H0 =en, 0 asymptotically. 

The loss of degrees of freedom is then equal to the number of parameters 

estimated (i.e. the size of Bl, and n S (S l is chi-square distributed with 
n n 

the proper degrees of freedom and independent of the secend term. 

Taking expectations on both sides of (3.10l results in: 

2 • 2 * -1 
n a = n JEs (B l + a tr (2C 0 H0 l n n n, 

"* * C and H are cons istent for C 0 and H0 , respectively, and so a consistent 
n n 2 n, 

estimator fora, corrected for the lossof degrees of_freedom, is given by 

( 3. 11 l s cê l I (1-! tr(2ê* ii-1ll 
n n n n n 

EXAMPLE. The simple Zinear funetional relationshi p. 

The observational model for the normal and independent observations x1 and 

Yi (i= 1,2, ... ,nl is given by 

and 
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The maximum likelihoed estimator ên for 130 minimizes 

where 

with 

We have: 

with 

s (13) := 
n 

t. (13) 
l. 

n 
l t~ (8) 

n i=1 

0 and 

Furthermore: 

_2_?" 
2 

1 + 130 

2 
a 

According to (3.11) we have as an estimator for a 2 : 

(3. 12) 

with 

.2 
a s cê )(1 -! (1 + ~))-1 

n n . n 1 + 62 

f:> = s <ê l 1 ( xTx - s cê l) , 
n n n n n 

estimating the overall inaccuracy a2 I 1; 2 of the observations. 
2 

Note that the loss of degrees of freedom is dependent on a . However, if 

the loss of degrees of freedom is a first order effect, using s ca ) in p 
2 n n 

as an estimator for a is a secend order effect, as may be clear from in-

speetion of (3.12). 

If P = 1, then the loss of degrees of freedom, due to the estimation of 130 , 

is larger than 1 but does not exceed 2. 
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If we have 10\ observational error in ~i' then P ~ .01 and the loss of 

degrees of freedom is between 1 and 1.01. 

So, in this case, the observations have to be very inaccurate for the loss 

of degrees of freedom to be perceptibly larger than the number of para-

meters. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ASYMP10TIC VISTRIBUTTONS OF PARAMETER ESTIMATORS 
IN LINEAR FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS 

Asymptotic dist~butions of parameter estimators in linear functional 

relationships with fuZZy or partiaZZy disturbed dEsign mat~x and 

normal or arbitrary error distributions are given. 

The naive least squares approach to the estimation problem in funational 

re lationships is discussed. 

It is shown by an example that the inverse of the information mat~x is an 

inconsistent estimator for the aovarianee matrix of the parameters. 

'Least squares like' estimation is introduced and discussed and compared 

with maximum likelihood estimation. 

4. 1. Fully di.ldUilbed du.ign mabtix 

The observational model for a sequence of independent observations y i E R 1 

and x. € ~ (i= l 1 ••• 1 n) can be written: 
l. 

x i = C +e! I 
l. l. 

with e. and e' independent and 
l. l. 

lEe. = lEe! = 0 ; var e. 
l. l. l. 

In vector notatien this is written: 

y 
(4. 1) 

x ::: + E I 

2 
a. 

l. 
VARe' 

i 
2 

a. I. 
l. 

For simplici ty e0 is taken to be an interior point of a compact set lB and 

all es timates for e0 are confined to lB. 
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It is assumed that 

a) 3 2 
for all i; a>O,b<oo 

a ,.;; cri ,.;; b 

b) 3 c<oo, ó>O: 
I 14+ó lE ei < c and lE llei_ 114+ó 

c) ..!_~T~-+G 
n > 0 for n -+ 00 and 3M<oo' "~i*" 

For convenience it is assumed that 

2 1 n 2 
cr : = lim - L cr 

n-+oo n i=1 i 

< c for all i; 

< M for all i. 

exists. If this is not the case we preeeed as in the proof of theerem 3.4. 

~Je will discuss the asymptotic properties of the estimators introduced in 

chapter 2. 

Now it is shown that assumptions a)-c) imply assumptions 3.1-6. Theorems 

3.1-3 are then applicable. 

ASSUMPTION 3. 1. 

De fine: 

(4. 2) 
1 2 T 

Sn(S) := ;;- IIY-XSII I (1 +6 6) . 

Substitution of (4.1) into (4.2) results in: 

s (6) 
n 

n [ (60 - 6) T =:T =: (60 - 6) + 2 (SO - 6) T =:T (e- ES) 

+ lle- E611 2J I (1 + STS) 

The first term in the numerator converges to (60 - 6) T G(60 - 6), uniformly 

in 6 . By lemma 3.5 it fellows that the second term converges a.c. to zero, 

uniformly in 6, and the third term converges a.c. to (1 + 6TS)cr2 , uniformly 

in 6. So: 

(4. 3) 

uniformly in 6. The limit function is continuous and uniquely minimal in 

B = s0 , because of the regularity of G. From theerem 3.1 we conclude that 

the minimum sum estimator S defined by 
n 

min 
SElB 

is consistent for s0 . 
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ASSUMPTION 3.2. 

We have: 

(4.4) 

and 

(4.5) 

S' (6) 
n 

S" (6) 
n 

The first derivative vector and the secend derivative matrix appear to be 
1 T 1 T 1 T 

linear combi na ti ons of the a ver a ges ;- X X, ;- X y and ;- y y, where the 

coefficients are bounded functions of 6. So, if the averages converge, S~ 

and S~ will converge uniformly. From assumption c) and the streng law of 

large numbers it fellows that 

1 T a.c. T 2 
-;- Y Y + 60 G 60 +a 

a.c. 
+ 

Furthermore: 

S" (6 ) 
n 0 

a.c. 
+ 

ASSUMPTION 3.3 is easily verified. 

ASSUMPTION 3.4 concerns the asymptotic normality of S~CB0 ) . 

First the asymptotic distribution of 

(4.6) 

is considered, where À is a fixed and arbitrary p-vector and 

(4. 7) r(8) := (y- X6) I (1 + 6T6) • 
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Because of assumptions a) and b), it is easy te see that Lyapunov's condi

tion for asymptotic normality (see [PET, pages 101-2]) of all three terms 

in the right-hand side of (4.6) is satisfied. This is true for each À. 

Consequently, according te the multivariate central limit theerem in 

Varadarajan [VAR], the limiting (multivariate) distribution of~ S~(80 l is 

normal. 

ASSUMPTION 3.5 . 

Let 

where 

c (8) := 
n 

s ·= i . 

We may write: 

n 
L s~(S)(s~(8))T 

n i=l ~ ~ 

(4.8) c (8) =i (R(8)Z(8))~ I 
n n 

where R is a diagonal matrix with elements 

and 

Z(Sl :=X+ r(8l8T. 

Assumption 3.5 requires ECn(80 l te be bounded away from zero. Tc see this 

we write: 

c (8) 
n 

n 

n L VAR(ri (80 ) (Xi* +ri (80 l80ll =: 
i = l 

0. Sc: 

n 
L VARi 

n i=l 

VARi is bounded away from zero, as otherwise ri(S0 )(xi*+ r i(80 l80 )hasto be 

arbitrarily small with probability arbitrarily close te 1 for some i. 

Consequently, at least ene of the factors has te be small with probability 

c lose te 1, and this is in contradietien te the fact that both factors are 

l~near combinations of independent variables, with variances bounded away 

fro~ zero . Sc far as s umption 3.5. 
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ASSUMPTION 3. 6. 

Substitution of (4.1) in (4.8) results in: 

(4.9) c U!l -JEC (6) 
n n 

where all d .. k(6) are matrices bounded in i and 6 and equicontinuous, and 
~) 

ei and ei are independent errors, with bounded (4 +ó)-th absolute moment 

(assumption b)). One of the streng laws, cited by Petrov [PET, page 272], 

applies and so all terms of (4.9) converge to zero almast certainly. 

The equicontinuity of d .. k(~) makes the convergence uniform (lemma 3.5). 
~) 

Moreover, d. 'k is a ratio of polynomials in 6 and the denominator is some 
~) 

positive power of 1 +sTa So IIJE' c (8) 11 is bounded in 6. Lemma 3.4 applies 
n 

and assumption 3.6 is satisfied. 

Now theerem 3.3 enables the derivation of a consistent estimator for the 

covariance matrix of /rl(Sn- s 0 J. With Sn and en defined as before, this 

estimator is equal to 

(4.10) 

where the notatien F := F(S ) is used. 
n 

We have (see (2. 25)) 

(4.11) 

h À ' h 11 . 1 f .!. (Y .: -X)~. w ere ~s t e sma est e~genva ue o n 

Substitution of (4 . 8) and (4.11) in (4.10) gives: 

(4 .12) 

One might correct for the loss of degrees of freedom by multiplying the 

right-hand side by n I (n -pl. 

Expression (4.12) is valid for all error distributions, subject only to 

assumptions al - cl. If we know the errors to have some specified distribu

tion, it is reasonable to suppose that this knowledge can be used to ad

vantage. Wilkinsen [WIL], in a fiducial context, made this statement more 

explicit by formulating the Ditfusion Principle: 
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"Lack of relevant ancillary infomation increases uncertainty, by 

diffusing the distribution of belief." 

We will not formulate an analegeus general principle, but we will show that 

the use of relevant additional infomation enables a less biased alterna-

tive estimator for the covariance matrix to be found. 

EXAMPLE 4.1 . The simple linear functional relationship. 

Denote: 

s (t3) := 
n 

n 

I s . (al := 
~ 

n 2 2 I (y. - axi) I ( 1 + 6 ) 
n i=l ~ n i=1 

with 6 E R 1 and 

var yi 

xi and yi independent. 

The minimum sum estimator ê is given by 
n 

s dl ) 
n n 

with solution: 

min 
a 

s (6) 
n 

2 a 

ê T .j T T2 T T x x + ( (y y -x x) + 4 (x y)) I (2x y) 
n 

This expression is very well known. See e.g. Kendall [KEN, page 381]. 

According to theerem 3.2 a consistent expression for the covariance matrix 

of ln(ê -a ) is given by 
n 0 

(4. 13) 

s~ converges unifomly to g" (lemma 3.1) and so lES~ (60 ) is consistent for 

H0 . In the simple linear functional relationship (4.13) reduces to 

(4. 14) 

v is consistently estimated by 

(4 . 15) v1 
n 2 n • 2 , 2 T T 2 T 2 

:= n- 1 I [(y. -6 x . ) (6 y. +xi) ] l ((y y-x x) +4(x y)) 
i=1 ~ n ~ n ~ 

(The factor n I (n- 1) accounts fo r the loss of degrees of freedom.) 
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Now under the relevant additional information that the error distribution 

is normal we have: 

(4. 16) 

because in the normal case the two factors intheleft-hand side of (4.16) 

are independent. A consistent estimator, under the assumption of normality, 

is derived below and turns out to be equal to 

(4. 17) 

where 

-2 
a s 

n 

S is not known. 
n 

The sampling varianee of 

For two special cases the 

~i = i, n = 4 or 10, a2 

biases of v 1 and v 2 we re computed as follm;s: 

.01 and B0 = 1 were chosen and 104 sets of ob-

servations were simulated. For each set v1 and v2 were computed and from 

all sets the sampling varianee of B . For n = 4 the estimated relative 
n 

biases of v1 and v2 turned out to be equal to -19.8% and -0.1%, respect-

ively, and for n 10 they were equal to -7.4 % and 0.5%, respectively. 
2 

For a 0. 1 these biases we re equal to - 18.2% and 1. 6% for n = 4 and 

equal to -8.8% and - 0.9%, respectively, for n = 10 . 

END OF EXAMPLE. 

2 2 
If, in addition to assumptions a)-c), the errors are homoscedastic (a i =a 

for all i) and normal, an alternative consistent estimator for the covari 

ance matrix of Bn is possible, that is conjectured to result in a better 

approximation to the actual finite-sample size sampling distribution of Bn 

(For this see also paragraph 3.4. ) 

R0 := R(B0 l and z0 := Z(S0 ) are unc orrelated, as 

cov< <R0l . . , <z0l . l 
~~ J* 

0 for i # j , 

and 

0 • 
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2 2 
If R0 and z0 are independent, then so are RÖ and ZÖ. Consequently: 

(4 0 18) 

Furthermore: 

2 
n lE z0 is consistently estimated by 

(4 0 19) 

·.vhere 

À 

s 
n 

(4oi9) can be written: 

(4 0 20 ) 

This matrix is positive definite, because 

I -

a nd (a s we saw b e fore) 

\I > 0 o 

lE en (1~ 0 ) c an now consistently be estimated by using (4o19), (4o18 ) and 

(4o 8) and s o a consi s tent estimato r f o r the cova riance matrix o f t'n' (Sn- 80 l, 

SC 



for normal and homoscedastic errors, is given by 

(4. 21) )
-1 

ÀI , 

where again the factor n I (n- p) is intended to reduce the bias for fini te 

sample sizes. 

(4.21) can alternatively be written: 

(4. 22) 

and converges almast certainly to 

(4. 23) 

Forp= 1, (4.22) reduces to (4.17). 

4.2. P~atty ~t~bed d~~gn m~x 

The observational model is given in chapter 2. There an algorithm is de-

fined for the evaluation of the minimum sum estimator Sn CBT : ST )T 
ln . 2n 

minimizing 

(4. 24) 

It is assumed that assumptions a)-c) are satisfied with = = c= 1 ~ =2>. The 

verification of assumptions 3.1-6 is analogous to the verification for the 

fully disturbed linear model. 

We have 

(4. 25) JES" CB ) 
n 0 

and 

(4. 26) 

where R0 is a diagonal matrix with elements 

and 
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According to theerem 3.3, a consistent estimator for the covariance matrix 

of I;;"(B - s0 > is given by 
n 

(4. 27) vÄR<fr1<an- s0> > <ih -1 
n 

ê <s"> - 1 
n n 

2 [_T_ _. -T ::1X n AT A 
R(::1; 

î> -1-1 ?x -nu] n-p (1 +B2n62n) 
XT;: 

-1 

If the errors are normal with common variance, R0 and z0 are independent 

and consequently: 

(4. 28) 

Furthermore: 

(4. 29) 

and 

(4. 30) 

Equations (4.28-30) provide an alternative consistent estimator for ECn(S0 ) 

in the normal case. Th is estimator yields the following expression for the 

covariance matrix of !;;"dln- B0l: 

(4. 31) 

-v.·here 

A2 
0 

-s 
n 

_T 
::lx 

A AT 
62n62n 

AT A 
1+62n13 2n 

i s , as we saw in chapter 2, equal to the smallest eigenvalue of 

_ T 1-1 ::1x 

XTX-nÀIJ 

! (P(Y : -X))~, with Prepresenting the orthogonal projection on the orthe
n 
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plement of the columnspace of =1. 

From theerem 2.2 and equations (4.25-26) it fellows that the asymptotic 

distribution of meen- Ba> depends on the error distributions only through 

their first four moments. To take an example: after some elaborate but ele

mentary algebra the asymptotic covariance matrix of meen- Ba> in example 

4.1 for i.i.d. errors, turns out to be equal to 

(4.32) 

where 

E;2 := 
n 
}: E;~ 

n i=1 l. 

2BaO +Ba> 

(1 + B~>2 

n 
E; := }: E;i , 

n i=1 

and y and K stand for the skewness and excess of the error distribution. 

So (4.21) and (4.31) are valid in the case that the errors are i.i.d. with 

skewness and excess equal to zero. 

EXAMPLE 4.2. The bivariate linear functional relationship. 

In statistica! literature some attention is given to this relationship, 

that can be written: 

(i = 1, ••. ,n) . 

ni and E;i are unknown, as are the parameters ~a and Ba· Observations are 

given according to: 

and 

The error terms ei and ei are assumed to be i.i.d. with varianee cr2 . More

over, most authors define the error distribution to be normal . In that case, 

the minimum sum estimators a and B are also maximum likelihood. In the 

nonnormal case, a consistent 

is given by (4.27), where 

(l, .•• ,l)T 

Consequently: 

n n 
estimator for the covariance matrix of (a ,§ ) 

n n 

x 

SJ 



(4. 33) 

where 

and 

8 
n 

a 
n 

(s - s + ~s ~ s ) 2 + 4s2 ) ) I 82s ) 
yy XX yy XX xy xy 

:;; - B ~ A n , 

x = I X, n J. 

2 
x .!.. \ 2 L X, n J. 

1 \ A A 2 
À = - L (y . -a - B x.) , 

n l. n n 1. 

y 

B 

n I y, , 
l. · 

t<a. -äl (b. -b) 
n l. l. 

1 n 2 11 -I(y.-&-êx. ) 
n i=1 l. n n l. z. 

l. 

In the normal case (4 . 31) applies and we have: 

(4. 34) la l - n n 
VAR = --S n-2 

n 
x 

where P 2 - 2 
:= À I (x -À- (x) ) rep resents the overall relative i naccuracy, 

as ) is . f 2 d 2 ' (-)2. it f _n1'<~i--c)2, cons1.stent or a an x - " - x l.S cons s ent or L ., ., 

i.e., the variability in E; around its mean value. 

I t is instructive to campare (4.34) with the expression (4.1 7 ) for the 

vari anee of the slope estimator in the simple linear functional rel a

tionship , and with (4.32) for y = K = 0. Patefield [PAT-1], assuming 

normal errors, gives an expression for the asymptotic covariance matrix 

t ha t can be seen to be identical with (4.34) . 



4.3. Na,ive lea.td. <\qucvr.u 

The 'naive' salution to the estimation problem in functional relationships 

essentially neglects the observational error in the nuisance parameters. 

The full observational model is given by 

yi 
(i 1, ... ,n) 

x. 
~ 

where yi and x i represent the observations, ~i is the i-th nuisance para-

meter, B is the p-parameter vector to be estimated and ei and 

error terms with varianee cr2 • 

e! are i.d.d. 
~ 

In the naive approach the observational structure is approximated by 

The naive estimator SN is defined by 

where 

T (8) : = 
n 

min Tn(Bl , 
B 

n 2 L (y . -f.(x.;8)) 
n i=l ~ ~ ~ 

Some naive methods in applied science are discussed in chapter 7. 

The naive estimator for the covariance matrix of SN is given by 

where 

Hadges and Moore [HOD] discuss the implications of the naive approach in 

the context of linear regression. These naive estimators may expected to 

be inconsistent. 

Now the implications of the naive approach for the linear functional rela

tienship with fully disturbed design matrix will be considered in more 

detail. Attention will be confined to normal error distributions. The con-

clusions, that will be arrived at, are also valid with minor modification 

for the linear relationship with partially disturbed design matrix and are 

valid as a first approximation for the nonlinear case. 
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The naive estimator for B in the linear model (4.1) is given by 

A T -1 T 
BN = (X X) .X y , 

and an estimate for its covariance matrix by 

where 

The minimum sum estimator Sn of B0 is consistent for B0 • The estimator, 

given by (4.21) or (4.22), is consistent for the covariance matrix of the 

sampling distribution of Sn. 

In the normal case we have: 

(4. 35) 

We have: 

a.c. 
-+ 

(4. 36) BA a.c. B 2 -1 -1 B 
N -+ N := (I+CI G ) 0 

and 

We had before (see (4.3)): 

Consequently: 

(4. 37) V 
n 

a.c. 
-+ 

It is clear from equations (4.35-37) that aN is inconsistent for B0 and VN 

is inconsistent for V, given by (4.35). 

From now on we assume 

(4.38) 
2 -1 

cr G << I. 

If this is not the case, the inconsistency of the naive approach gives 

misleading results even for small sample sizes. 
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If (4.38) holds we have approximately 

a.c. _ ~2 G-1 B 
BN- Bo .... V o 

and 

where relatively small terms are neglected. 

At first sight it would seem that the naive estimators are not too bad if 

cr 2 G- 1 << I. However 1 as the sample size n increases the size of confidence 

regions for s0 with fixed confidence probability decreases and the actual 

confidence probability for regions based on the naive estimators decreases 

to zero. The question now is: For what sample sizes is the inconsistency of 

êN negligible with respect to the size of the confidence region? 

We know that asymptotically 

The covariance matrix of ên- 80 induces a metric on the parameter space. 

The squared distance between 8N and 80 in this metric is 

(4. 39) 

Because of the a s ymptotic normality of ê 1 the expected square distance 
n 

between ên and s0 is asymptotically equal to 

p . 

We might d e c ide to consicter the incons iste ncy o f êN to be ne gligi b le if 

or 

or 

n < ...12.... 
2 

cr 

For other values of n the inconsistency is not negligib le . 

We h a ve: 
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(4. 40) 

where À . and À denote the minimum eigenvalue of G and the maximum 
m~n~G max~G-1 

eigenvalue of G-1 1 respectively. 

The equality (4.40) denotes a property of Rayleigh-quotients (chapter 2). A 

conservative bound for n is now given by 

(4. 41) 

If var yi 

placed by 

n < ~ Àmin 1 G 
(J 

ka2 instead 
T 

k + B0B0 • 

2 T 
of a 1 the factor 1 + B0 e0 in (4.41) has to be re-

A sufficiently accurate approximation to inequality (4.41) is given by 

(4.42) 

2 -1 
where terms wi th a G are neglected 1 and 

and 

1 T "2 
-XX-CJ I. 
n 

In maximum likelihoed estimation the information matrix is defined to be: 

INF := - E log"L(y0 l 1 

whe re L is the likelihoed of the sample and y the parameter vector with 

true value y0 . 

No~1 1 for fixed sized y and under fairly general condi ti ons 1 the asymptotic 

covariance matrix of the maximum likelihoed estimator y is given by 

S8 

-1 = n INF 



(For this see the intermezzo in chapter 3.) 

Given the errors to be i.i.d. and normal, the minimum sum of squares esti

mators for B and ~ as discussed before, are also maximum likelihood. 

A number of authors, including Barnett [BAR], Dolby and co-werkers [DOL-I, 

2,3,4] and Cox [COX], used the approach, indicated above, to estimate the 

covariance matrix of the parameter estimators. An example will suffice to 

show that this approach is in error, in that the resulting estimates are 

inconsistent. 

Take the simple linear functional relationship of example 4.1 and assume 

the error distribution to be normal with varianee equal to I . We have 

log L 
2 2 

-nlog2rr-!liy-B!;;II -!llx-~11. 

Therefore: 

INF 

and so: 

2 B ~T 1 + s0 0 

INF-I !;;T~ ~T~ 
llo~ 

I ( 2 ~~T) 
~T~ 

---2 I+ So 
~T~ 1 + s0 

Consequently, the above mentioned authors' estimator for var(lfl( Bn -S0 )) 

converges to 

with 
n 

t ~~ 
n i=l 1 

whereas the true limiting varianee in the normal case is equal to 

(4. 43) 

(This fellows from (4.32) with y = K = 0 and o 2 = 1.) 

Patefield [PAT-1,2] and Elvers [ELV] noted the above inconsistency and gave 

consistent estimators in the normal case. Expression (4.43) can also be 

found in Robertsen [ROB-2]. 
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Van den Dungen [DUN], in order to avoid the inconsistency of the naive 

estimator in linear functional relationships, derived a class of consistent 

es timators, resembling in appearance the naive least square s estimator. 

These estimators are defined in the case when two independent observations 

of the design matrix are available. 

The model for the n-vector of ob servations y and the n xp-matrices o f ob

servations x1 and x2 is given by 

lEY and 

All error terms are assumed to be independent and identically distributed 

with varianee o 2 . 

The Least Squares Like estimator t hat we wil! consider in some detail, can 

be written: 

(4 .44) 

1.;e will compare this estimator wi th the estimato r that fellows from the 

minimi zation of 

with respect to 8 and ~. This estimator will be denoted by BML' although it 

is a 11aximum Likelihoed estimator only in the case that the errors are 

normal . 

As i s easy to see, BLSL may be thought to result from the minimi zation of 

(4. 45) s (8) := l. (y-X 8)T(y-X 8) 
n n 1 2 

~'i th respect to 8 , and so i t is clear that BLSL is a minimum sum estimator. 

~Ie de fir.e: 

and s o : 
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This is minimal in B B0 and if 

G : = lim .!_ :0 T :0 > 0 
n 

then ESn(B0 l is uniquely minimal in the limit, which is necessary f or the 

consistency of SLSL" 

Now the properties of SML and BLSL are compared and it is assumed t hat 

theorems 3.1-3 are applicable. Theerem 3.2 gives the asymptotic varianee of 

lr1cêLSL- B0l. Denote 

y := yi and ~ := ~i* , 

then: 

s(Bl := si (B) 

and: 

s' (Bl 

Consequently: 

s' (Bl (s' (BllT 
T T 2 T T 2 

x1x 1 (y-x2Bl + x2x2 (y-x1Bl 

T T T T 
+ (y -x1Bl (y -x2Bl (x1x2 +x2x 1) 

We have: 

and so: 
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Also: 

From theorem 2 it follows that asymptotically: 

(4.46) 

To compute the asymptotic covariance matrix of aML we first define: 

and so: 

* lEX and 

_* := 12·::: and s* := ~ 
12 

lEy ==*a* 

Furthermore, all error terms are independent with common variance. 

For normal errors the asymptotic covariance matrix of BML is given by 

(4. 23) 

(4. 47) 

2 * T * 2 * -1 * *T -1 * -1 
2a (1+ <a0 J a0 J [r+o (G l (I+B0s0 l ](G l 

We have: 

with equality only if B0 = 0. 

The LSL-estimator is 'robust' in the sense that its sampling distribution 

depends only on a2 , whereas the ML-estimator's sampling distribution de

pends additionally on the skewness and the excess of the error distribu

tion. 

We will now campare the finite sample size sampling distributions of the 

two estimators for the simple linear functional relationship: 
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with 

2 
var y1 = var xi =a (i = 1, •.. ,n) • 

The LSL-estimator has asymptotic varianee given by (4.46) 

(4. 48) 2 { _rl + 2B~)} 
vLSL = p (1 +!Bol 1 + P\,---2 

2 + B0 

with p 

In the normal case we have: 

(4.49) 

and so: 

(4.50) 

2 
2pB0 

1 + __ _;;__2.,... 

2 + p + B0 

If the errors are symmetrically distributed we have 

(4. 51) 

(see (4.32)), where K represents the excessof the error distribution. From · 

(4.48) and (4.51) it fellows that vLSL ~ vML if and only if 

(4. 52) 

This inequality does nat depend on p. 

For the doubly exponentlal error distribution with K 

valent to 

3, (4. 52) is equi-

Simuiatien results indicate that BML has a better small sample performance 

(at least for normal errors): Nat only is BML less biased than BLSL but the 

ratio & of the sampling variances is larger than n. 

However, the differences are apparent only for observations with large 

errors. 
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The exact sampling distributions are estimated using 1000 simulations. The 

errors are normal and independent with varianee o 2 . The observations to be 

simulated are specified by choosing ;i= (-1) 1 and s0 

the values of a. 

TABLE 4.1 

a for some p = o 2 and n. 

i>Z 1 • 1 . 01 

5 ~ 40 1.18 1.02 

10 11 1.07 1.00 

25 9.0 1.07 1.02 

"' 1.50 1.06 1.01 

1. Table 4.1 gives 

Table 4.2 gives the simulated values of the ratio R of the e xact and the 

asyrnptotically valid standard deviations for the two estimators under con

sideration. R ~ 1 means that the asymptotic approach is approximately valid 

for the finite case. 

TABLE 4.2 

Simulated R for some p and n. 

I~ 1 • 1 

ML LSL ML LSL 

5 ~ 40 ~ 200 1.0 1.1 

10 2.8 7.7 1.0 1.0 

25 1. 2 2.9 1.0 1.1 
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CHAPTER 5 

HYPOTHESIS TESTING ANV ESTIMATION UNVER LINEAR EQUALITY CONSTRAINTS 

Consistent tests fo.r linear hypotheses in the linear fUnational relation

ship are given. 

It is shown that estimation in linearly aonstrained funationaZ relationship 

is simiZar to estimation in the unaonstrained case. The same is shown to 

hold fo.r the asymptotia dist.ribution of the aonstrained parameter. 

5. 7. Hypo:thv.,,U., .tv.,:üng 

The linear functional relationship is written: 

where 

and y and X represent an n-vector 1 respectively n x p 2-matrix of independent 

observations. 

s 1 is known. It is assumed that assumptions a)-c) of chapter 4 are satis

fied. Theorems 3.1-3 then provide consistent estimators for the covariance 

matrix of the asymptotically normally distributed B 1 both for homoscedas-
n 

tic normal errors and heteroscedastic ar non-normal errors. 

A set of q . equality constraints on the p-parameter vector B can be written: 

(5 .1) 

with K row regular. If K is not row regular 1 some suitably chosen rows of K 

may be deleted 1 provided the corresponding constraints are consistent with 

the remaining ones. The Zinear hypothesis states that (5.1) is satisfied for 

B = s0 • This hypothesis is tested with the aid of the results on the asymp

totic distribution of B (chapter 4) • 
n 
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In the non-normal case we have: 

lrïd3n- B0) ~ N(O,V) asymptotically. 

Consequentl.y: 

N(O,KVKT) asymptotically. 

A consistent estimator 0 for V is given by (4.27). 

Subject to KS 0 = y we have: 

(5. 2) 
2 

xq asymptotically. 

In the normal case V can be written as V a 2 w, where a2 and W can be 

estimated separately. 

Consistent e stimators &2 for a 2 and W for Ware given by (4.31). 

Under the assumption that 

A2 2 2 
na I a - X , n-p 

we have: 

( 5 . 3) n (KB - y) T (KWKT) - 1 (Kê - y) ~ q a2 Fq asymptotically. 
n n n-p 

Expression (5.2) defines a consistent test of the linear hypothesis, and so 

does (5. 3). 

As may be clear from paragraph 3.4, the F-test is an approximation, in that 

the numbe r of d e grees of freedom is not correct, nor is the test quantity 

F-dis tributed. Howe ver, the example the r e seems t o sugges t that the approx

imation error is important only for very imprecise observations. 

EXAMPLE 5 . 1. The performances of the two tests f or finite sample sizes are 

!>O h investigated fo r the simple linear func tional relationship .of example 

4 .I. 

A c ons i stent e stimator f o r the var ianee of ln<Sn- S0 ) is given by (4.21) 

2 ~ 2 A 2 T T 2 T 2 
v : = n l [(y. -ê x . ) (x. +S y . ) ] / [(y y-x x) +4(x y ) ] 

n - 1 i = 1 1. n 1. 1. n 1. 

I f the e rro r s are homos cedastic and normal, t his estimator converges a.c. 
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to o2 w, where 

The unknowns o 2 , ; 2 and s0 appearing in this expression may consistently be 

estimated by 

A2 s es l I (1 - !l 0 := 
n n n 

"' 
;2 T A2 

:= x xln-o 

and Bn' respectively. 

TABLE 5.1 

Actual % errors of the first kind for the x2- and F-tests in the 

simple functional relationship for selected values of the sampl e 

size n and the observational varianee o 2 . 

n = 2 n = 8 
nomina l errors 

2 2 
first kind % a x F x F 

1 1.0 38.4 1.2 9.2 2.5 

0. 1 23.4 1.1 3 .8 1.0 

5 1.0 44.7 5.9 14.7 6.9 

0. 1 29 .8 4.7 8 .9 5.0 

10 1.0 49.0 11.6 18.9 10.4 

0.1 34.9 9.6 14.2 9.8 

Now: 

or (employing the normality of the observations) 

A 2 A2 1 
n(Bn - B0 l I (a w) - Fn_1 asymptotically. 

Observations were simulated with s0 1, ;. = (-1)i (i 
~ 

n = 32 

2 x F 

3.3 2.0 

1.6 1.0 

7.5 5.6 

5.8 4.8 

11.7 8 . 9 

10.6 9.7 

1, ... ,n) and 
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normal, independent and homoscedastic errors. Actual errors of the first 
2 kind were computed for the two sets. For each simulated experiment the x -

and F-test quantities were computed and compared to the 1, 5 and 10% points 

of the corresponding distributions. There were 104 simulations performed 

and so the variatien coefficients of the results in table 5.1 do nat exceed 

10%. It is clear from the table that the F-test for this particular case is 

superior to the x2-test in that its actual errors of the first kind are 

more nearly equal to the nominal ones. The F-test perfarms satisfactorily 

even for small sample sizes and large observational variance. 

END OF EXAMPLE . 

Once a linear hypothesis is tested and not rejected, one might want to 

estimate the parameters conditional on this hypothesis to be true. We have: 

The p 1-parameter vector Bs is called the simp le part a~d Bf the functional 

part of the parameter vector: 

' = [::]· 

In chapter 2 we saw that an estimate Sn for 80 (in absence of a linear 

hypothesis) fellows from : 

( 5. 4) 

The salution of (5.4) subject to (5.1) will be shown to be the unconstrained 

salution of 

(5 .5) 

* -* * * * forsome y, ~ 1 , X , Bs and Bf to be deterrnined. 

First a canonical farm of the linear hypothesis is determined, in order to 

simp lify the .relationships b e tween the starred and unstarred variables in 
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(5.5) and (5.4). 

K is row-regular, so q columns of K are algebraically independent, and by a 

permutation of the components of e the linear hypothesis can be written 

(5.6) 
'': K') [::] 

y' • 

Some components of a 1 (notation als) may be s-parameters, while theethers 

are f-parameters and the same is true for a 2 . Partitioning the parameter 

vector accordingly and rearranging (5.6) ·leads to an equivalent forumlation 

of the general linear hypothesis: 

als 

(5.7) 
[: 

K 0 

K '] 

a2s ss 

K:f Kfs I alf [: :] 
a2f 

or: 

(5.8) 

We will eliminate the components als and alf from the problem (5.4). There

by the constrained problem is reduced to an unconstrained one. 

Some s-parameters of the constrained problem may after eliminatien turn out 

to be f-parameters of the reduced problem. This happens if Kfs # 0. 

Without loss of generality we may assume that 

wi th Kfs column-regular. If a2s is par ti tioned accordingly : 

a 2s = [:
2sf] , 
2ss 

then insteadof (5.8) we may write 

(5.9) 
K 
sss 

0 
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with Kfs column-regular. 

This is the canonical farm of the linear hypothesis that we shall use to 

* * * * determine y , ~ 1 , X and 8 . 

First 8 1 is eliminated from the denominator of (5.4). We have 

(5. 1 0) 

where 

(5. 11) 

with 

(5. 12) 

(5. 13) 

and 

(5. 14) 

or: 

(5. 15) 

1 + 8~ 
f 

2 
Note that Dis regular because Kfs is. 

Now B1 is eliminated from the numerator of (5.4). 

We partition ~ 1 and X according to the partition of B1 and 82 and write: 

70 

81s 

y- \ 8s- X8 t = y - (~11 ! .::12f: ~12s) 82sf - (X1 

K 
sss 

0 

8 2ss 



S2sf 

- (?:12f: =12s: X2) S2ss 

This equality, tagether with (5.15), (5.10) and (5 .14) leads to t he result 

that (5.4) subject to (5.1) can be reduced to the unconstrained (5 . 5), 

where 

(5. 16) 

(5. 17) 

(5. 18) 

(5. 19) 

* y 

* x 

* 

-!( -ö y-(.::11 

:::]} 

* with ó, D and Kf given by (5.11 - 13), respe ctively . 

-1 
D 

The unconstrained minimization problem (5 .5) can be solved by the methods 

of chapter 2. 

""* "* Given the salution Ss and Sf' estimates for S under the linear hypothesis 

can be computed according to (5.19), (5.15) and (5.9). 

'* The asymptotic distribution of Sn is given by (4.27) or (4.31) with appro-

priate y, X and ::: 1 , provided the linear hypothesis is true for S = s0 . This 

is obvious, as assumptions al-el (chapter 4) are satisfied for t he restrict

ed model when they are in the unrestricted case, and furthermore the re-

* * stricted model is equivalent to an unrestricted one with y = y , X = X , 

* * =1 :::1 given by (5.16-18), s1 =ss and 82 = sf. 
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Some special cases of the general linear hypothesis are considered below. 

The central linear hypothesis has y = 0 and so ó = 1 and y* = y. 

The fixed linear hypothesis reads: 

and 

All K-matrices are equal to zero, Kfs' ~ 12 f and s2sf are of zero size and 

we have: 

ê D I 

and 

* ,-!( y - (\1 
't) [::]) ' 

y 

* x x , 

* - 1 ::12 

Wh en the design matrix is fulZy disturbed, no simple parameters are present 

and the 

then 

and so: 

si zes 

K 

D 

* y 

:= 

of 81s' y 1, K 
ssf' 

K 
sf' Kfs are all zero. Let 

Kff and y : = y2 , 

(I+KTK)! * and Kf K , 

-~ * -1 T ê (Y-X 1y-X D K y) 
-! T -1 - 2 T 

ó (Y-(X 1 (I+KK) +X2 D K)y) 

In tr.e bivariate relationship of example 4.2 we have two n-vectors of ob

servations y and x, related through 

lE y = a+ B~ and lEx c . 

We will consider the hypothesis: 

(5.20) 

with c 1 and c 2 known (c 1 ~ 0). 
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The sizes of the K-matrices appearing in hypothesis (4.9) are all zero, 

except for Kfs" Consequently, ~ 11 , ~ 12 s and x 2 toa are of zero size. We 

have: 

* 
lc1 l y2 c2 ; Kfs = Kf = cl D ; xl = x 

( 1, ... , 1) T T 
and ó 1 :::12f = =: u 

So: 

The restricted model is essentially reduced to a simple linear functional 

relationship with 

* * * lEy = 8 I; 

and 

* lEX 

An explicit expression for ê* in termsof y* and x* is given in example 4.1. 
n 

The estimates for the restricted a and 8 are given by 

and 

~* 
The varianee of 8n' subject to (5.20), is consistently estimated by (4.15) 

* * or by (4.17) for normal and homoscedastic errors, where y = y and x= x. 
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CHAPTER 6 

NONLJNEAR FUNCT10NAL RHAT10NSH1PS ANV WITHIN-VEPENVEWT ERRORS 

Asymptotic results in nonlinear functional re lationships are derived . 

. '1ore general error structures are taken into consideration. 

In the nonlinear functional relationship observations yi and xi are 

given according to: 

(6. 1) 

+ e. 
l. 

where fi: IRk x mP + :m1 is known and continuously differentiable, ei 

and el denote the error terms, all components of which are assumed to 

be independent with varianee a~, and s0 stands for the unknown, so

called true value of the p-parameter vector B. 
We will consider the case that fi is linear in ~i' 

(6. 2) 

p 1 IRP'IRk. with hi: lR + lR and ki: ~ 

NOTE. The case that fi is nonlinear in ~i is treated by approximating 

fi b:,· its first order Taylor expansion in ~i around the estimate ~i: 

If this approximation is accurate enough for all likely ~i' the results 

below are valid with 
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and 

h . <Bl 
l. 

END OF NOTE. 

The least total sum of squares estimator is given by the solution to 

(6 .3) min 

B,~i 
i=l, ... ,n 

Solving with respect to ~i results in: 

(6.4) 

Substitution of ~i = ~i in (6.3) leaves us with a minimization problem 

in B alone: 

(6. 5) min 
B 

and so the estimator ên, that is the solution to (6.5), is a minimum 

sum estimator with 

and 

We have: 

n 
L si (Bl , 

n i=l 

1E (si <Bl l 
2 a . + 
l. 

(hi <Bl - h1 <B0 l + (ki <Bl - ki <B0 l l T ~i l 2 

+ k~ ( Blk. <Bl 
l. l. 

Consequently, 1E (si <Bll is minimal in B = B0 for all i. 

If the (4+Ö)th absolutemomentsof ei and ei forsome ö > 0 are uni

formly bounded, if 1B is a compact set, if h1 and ki are bounded in 18, 

uniformly in i, and equicontinuous at B0 E m0 , and if 

n 
L 1Es . (Bl 

n i=l J. 

conver ge s uniformly to some g(Bl, then 
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s (8) a._;. g(8) , uniformly on m0 , 
n 

according to lemma 3.5. In each particular case one has to verify that 

g(8) is uniquely minimal in 8 = 80 . It is assumed that {hi}' {ki} and 

{~i} are such that this is the case. Then theerem 3.1 states the con

sistency of B • If in addition it is assumed that g" (80 ) > 0, that 
n 2 

there exists c > 0 such that oi > c for all i, and that the first and 

secend derivatives of hi and ki are uniformly bounded and equicon

tinuous in some open neighbourhood of 80 , then assumptions 3.2-6 can 

be verified in a way analogous to the verification of these assump

tions for the linear functional relationship (paragraph 4.1). 

Consequently, theorems 3. 2-3 apply and fr1 ( Bn - 80 ) is normally distri

buted in the limit. A consistent approximation for the limiting co-

varianee matrix is given by 

(6.6) 

where 

n 
L si_ (8) (sj_ (8)) T 

n i=1 

and 

ê := C <ê ) and S" := S" <ê ) • n n n n n n 

If the error distributions are identically normal, then, according to 

3.5, an alternative estimator for the covariance matrix is given by 

(6. 7) 

with 

* c (8) := 
n 

n 

L t~(8)(t~(8))T 
n i= 1 ~ ~ 

(h.(8) +k~(8)x . -y.) I (1 +kTi(8)k.( 8))! 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

-· ,-o 

- 2 2 
and where o denotes a consistent estimator of o : 

(6. 8) &2 = ns I en- v) , 
n 

where v may be taken to be equal to 0 (no correction for the loss of 

degrees of freedom) , or equal to p (ad-hoc correction) or equal to 
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2 tr (ê* (S") - 1) ( correction according to ( 3. 11)) . 
n n 

If fi is nonlinear in ~i' the total sum of squares estimator is incon-

sistent in general. 

AN EXAMPLE given by Bettonvil [BET], is the determination of the radius 

R0 of a circle . We have: 

(6.9) 

An estimator for R0 fellows from: 

(6.10) 

We solve this problem for ~i and find: 

Substituting this in (6.10) results in the reduced problem in R alone: 

and so: 

min.!. ~ (R - Vx~ +y~) 2 , 
R n i=1 

1 n,~ 
R = - L V x~ + y~ • 

n n i=1 l. l. 

We assume the error terms to be independent and normally distributed 

with common varianee o 2 . 

On each circle with centre (~i' ni) and radius r the density of (xi,yi) 

is constant and not dependent on i (see figure 6. 1). The mean value of 

Vxf +y~ on this circle is equal to 

211 

211 I VR~ + r 2 - 2R0r cos ep dep 

0 

211 

I V~- 2R0r 
2 

cos2ep 
2 2 

211 cos ep + r + r (1 -cos ep) d ep 

0 

211 

> -
211 J IR0 - r cos ep !dep ~ Ro . 

0 
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Figure 6. 1. 

This is valid for each r > 0 and so: 

JE~> R0 , 
~ ~ 

independently of i. Consequently, lER > R, independently of n, and so 
n 

Rn is inconsistent. 

The inconsistency may be negligible when compared to the sampling vari

ation of R . 
n 

A large number of observations with high variatien coefficient may lead 

to apparent inconsisten~y. Banens [BAN] simulated observations accord

ing to (6.9), with n = 1000, ~i uniformly distributed in [0.3,0.7 ], 

R0 = 1 and o 2 = .01. The bias of Rn appeared to be of the order of two 

times its sampling standard deviation. 

END OF EXAMPLE. 

The foregoing example illustrates that estimators in functi.onal rela

tionships may be significantly biased due to the inconsistency, caused 

by the nonline arity in ~. In addition, even for consistent estimators 

the finite sample size estimator distribution may deviate significantly 

from the asymptotic distribution . What is needed is a measure, simi lar 

to the nonlinearity measures in nonlinear regression ([BEA], [LIN-2], 

[BAT~), that will indicate whether or not the asymptotic approach is 

valid for a particular sample size. until now, our attempts at con

structing such a measure for functional relationships have failed [BAN]. 
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Of course, in each particular case it is possible to use simulation to 

get an indication of the finite-sample size effect, although this is 

rather costly with respect to computational effort. 

6.Z. Within-dependent ~o~ 

Let the observational model be given by (6.1) and denote: 

z, ,_ [::] and V := VAR(Z) . 

It was assumed befare that all errors are independent, i.e., V is dia

gonal. 

In this paragraph a more general error structure is considered, for 

which all results in this thesis are valid with minor modification . 

First two definitions. 

The sequence {Zi} is called between-dependent if COV(Z.,Z~) ~ 0 for 
1. ) 

some i ~ j and it is called within-dependent if VAR(Zi) is not diagonal 

for some i . 

The functional relationship with known between-correlation is not dealt 

with here, although it can be reduced by linear transfermstion to the 

standard ferm with uncorrelated errors. The reasen is that the algo

rithms to compute the estimators (chapter 2) do not apply anymore. 

Between-independent, within-dependent errors can be treated in the 

following way. Let 

2 
with Vi > 0 known and cri possibly unknown. Denote: 

with Di a lower triangular root of Vi. Then 

and VAR(Z~) is equal to a~ I. 
1. 1. 
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So the functional relationship with within-dependent observation errors, 

whose covariance matrix is known upto a scalar factor, is reduced to 

standard form. 

It should be noted, that it is necessary to know Vi, as otherwise the 

estimation problem is unspecified: Solari [SOL] showed that, for the 

bivariate linear functional relationship with normal, independent and 

homoscedastic errors, the supposed maximum likelihoed parameter esti

mator (see f.e . Kendall and Stuart [KEN, page 385]) corresponds to a 

saddle point of the likelihoed and that no maximum likelihoed estimator 

exists. Kendall and Stuart's argument, as to why the estimation problem 

is essentially unspecified in this case, easily generalizes to the 

functional relationship in genera!. 
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CHAPTER 7 

COPOLYMER PARAMETER EST1MAT10N 

Polymerization is a chemical reaction in which several smal l molecules 

combine to form larger molecules that contain repeating structural 

units of the originaZ molecules. The product of the reaction is cal led 

a polymer, built up from a series of smaller units, the monomers. 

Copolymerization is a reaction in which two different monomers poly

merize tagether to form a copolymer. 

It is common to characterize this reaction in terms of ratios of rate 

constants, the reactivi ty ratios. The Polymer Handbock [POL] provides 

extensive tables of estimated values of the reactivity ratios for a 

large number of copolymerizations. These estimates can be used to 

elucidate the chemical processes involved in copolymerization. There

fore it is important that the tabulated numbers represent the true 

state of affairs, as far as experimental error allows. 

For a review of existing estimation methode in this field see TidWell 

and Mortimer [TID], Joshi [JOS] and Van der Meer et al. [MEE-l]. 

This chapter is intended to demonstrate the use in this practica l case 

of the theory and methods developed so far. 

7. 1. The At6~ey-Mayo eopotym~zation model 

The simplest model for the copolymerization of two roenemers M1 and M2 

is given by Alfrey and Goldfinger [ALF] and Mayo and Lewis [MAY]. 

The following conditions are assumed to be valid: 

- consumption of both roenemers only occurs by chain propagation 

steps; 

the reactivity of a copolymer chain end radical is determined 

only by the ultimate unit of the macroradical; 

- bath monoroers react with chain end radicals according to the 

same, bimolecular mechanism; 

- all propagation reactions are irreversible. 
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Under these conditions only four different chain propagation reactions 

have to be considered: 

k11 . 
M1 + M1 .... M1 

M1 + M2 
k12 

~ M2 .... 

M2 + M1 
k21 

.... M1 

M2 + M2 
k22 

-+ M2 I 

wherel for example, ~ M1 denotes a copolymer chain with a M1 end 

radical. 

The equations for monomer consumption and the steady-state principle 

together yield : 

(7. 1) 
1 dm1 r 1q+1 

q dm2 = r2 + q 

with q := m11m2 (the monomer feed ratio) and m1 and m2 are the number 

of rnales of monomers M1 and M2 respectively 1 and r 1 and r 2 are the 

monoroer reactivity ratios: 

and 

7.2. The ~neanization methodó to eAtimate ~eactivity ~o~ 

Equation (7.1) can be rearranged to 

(7. 2) 

Linear regression can be applied he re 1 wi th dm1 I dm2 - 1 as the depen

dent variable and q and - llq &n1 I dm2 as the independent variables. 

Now a set of experiments is performed. Each consists of creating a 

reaction mixture with some starting monomer feed ratio q 0 and deter

mining the subsequent copolymer composition. 

The ratio of the instantaneous rates of consumptions dm1 I dm2 is ap

proximated by the ratio of the fini te differences llm1 I llm2 . Th is 
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approximation is accurate only for small conversions 1 as in general 

the rnanemer feed ratio q is nat constant during a copolymerization 

reaction. 

On the ether hand 1 the conversion has to be large enough for t.m1 I t.m2 

to be reliably determined. These two conflicting requirements are met 

to some extent by choosing the average of q0 and the final monoroer feed 

ratio as the value of q to be used in the regression equation (7.2 ) . 

A similar methad was employed by TüdÖs et al. [TUD] to extend t he 

range of applicability of Kelen et al.'s linearization methad [KEL] to 

higher conversi ons . 

The linearization methad also can be objected to on statistical grounds. 

Linear least squares estimates are inconsistent and biased if the i nde

pendent variables are nat without error. As t.m1 I t.m2 appears bath i n 

the dependentand independent variables of equation (7.2) 1 it is na t 

realistic to assume that the observational errors in the independent 

variables are negligible 1 and so the linear regression reactivi ty r atios 

estimates are inconsistent. 

Befare we turn to estimation methods that take into account the error 

structure of the observations 1 we note that the linearization methad is 

nat unique: the leftand right hand sides of equation (7.2) can be 

mul tiplied by ar bi trary functions of q and dm1 I dm2 . The equation 1 

used in Yezrielev et al.'s linearization methad [ YEZ] 1 results when 

(7.2) is multiplied with (dm 1 l dm2) l. 
Multiplication with 

where 

gives the two farms of the Fineman-Ross [FIN] equation if a = 0 and i f 

a + oo 1 and results in the equation of Kelen and Tüdos [KEL] if a is 

equal to the geometrie mean of the lewest and highest F-values: 
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7.3. Integ~ated copotym~ eq~o~ a~d ~o~ 6thuctune 

The error that is created when approximating dm1 I dm2 by llm1 I llm2 can 

be avoided by integrating (7.2) to get the exact relationship between 

the changing monoroer feed ratio q and the degree of conversion based 

(7. 3) 

where 

x 1 := 1 I (r 1 - 1) , x 2 := 1 I (r2 - 1) , 

and the subscript 0 indicates conditions at zero conversion. 

The integrated form of the copolymer equation may be used to d e scribe 

the reaction at low and high conversions. 

In the "curve fitting I" procedure reported by German and Heikens 

[GER] a number of experiments is performed. With the aid of gas-liquid 

chromatographic analysis each reaction is sequentially sampled to de

terrnine a nurnber of M2-conversions and corre sponding feed ratios. 

Estimates of the reactivity ratios can be obtained from the minimiza

tion of the sum of squares of the differences of observed and calcul

ated degrees of conversion: 

where Nis the nurnber of experiments, n . is the sample size of t he jth 
J 

experiment, F2 ji and Qji are the observed degrees of conversion and 

rnonomer fee d ratios, and r 1, r 2 and q01 , ... ,q0N (the starting monomer 

feed r atios) a re the paramet ers to be estimated. These'naive' estimate s 

are inconsistent (see paragraph 4.3). 

Van der Meer e t a l. [MEE-l] p roposed to estimate the reactivi ty ratios 

by solving 

(7 .4) 
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subject to 

where wlji' w2 ji and w3 ji are appropriate weights, depending on the 

error structure (see paragraph 6.2). 

The minimization problem (7.4) can efficiently be solved by the tech

nique of chapter 2. The resulting reactivity ratios' estimates ('nuis

ance regression' estimates) are consistentand asymptotically normal 

with known covariance matrix, provided f 2 is linear in the nuisance 

parameter q. This is not the case for the Alfrey-Mayo model. However, 

the measurement errors are small (1% order of magnitude) and sa the 

model can be approximated, linearly in q, to a high degree of accuracy 

for all likely q in the neighbourhood of an arbitrary fixed q. 

Mostly the curve fitting I and nuisance regression estimates agree 

fairly well, but it may happen that the curve fitting I estimates are 

very biased, whereas nuisance regression gives reliable results 

(exarnple in [MEE-2]). Patino-Leal et al. [PAT-3] also emphasized this 

point. 

7.4. Inthicate copolyme4ization model6 

For some copolyrnerizations the Alfrey-Mayo model does not apply. An 

example is the penultimate unit erfect: The reactivity of a copolymer 

chain end radical is deterrnined bath by the ultimate and penultimate 

units of the macroradical. 

The differential equation that describes a penultimate unit effect in 

the M2-unit is given by 

(7. 5) [MER] I 

k 122 /k 121 and, for example, k 122 

equal to the rate constant of the reaction: 
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Linearization methods of the kind discussed befere are not possible 

here. 

Equation (7.5) can be rearranged to 

dq 
q ( 1 - Hr (q)) , 

and so: 

If r 12 = r 22 (Alfrey-Mayo model) the integral can be evaluated ana

lytically. 

Otherwise numerical integration is necessary in order to compute 

nuisance regression estimates of the reactivity ratios and their co

variance matrix. van der Meer et al. [MEE-2] used this method and 

presented evidence of a penultimate unit effect in the butadiene unit 

in methyl acrylate-butadiene copolymerization. 

7.5. N~ance ~eg~~~~on comp~ed toa ~~ple app~oximate method 

Nuisance regression involves the iterative solution on a computer of a 

minimization problem with many variables. 

The linearization and ether approximate methods are very simple to 

apply, and so it seems useful to know for what combinations of r-values, 

design and error structure nuisance regression can be dispensed with. 

The following sheds some light on this . 

We will compare nuisance regression with one of the other approximate 

methods (Watts et al. [WAT]). The method will be denoted by WLS. 

The differential copolymer equation (7.1) can be written: 

(7. 6) 

WLS is based on the observation that d ln m1 I d ln m2 is nearly constant 

during a copolymerization reaction with moderate conversion. Figure 

7 . 1 gives a plot of ln M1 versus ln M2 fora typical experiment, where 

M1 and M2 are the observed m1 and m2 , respectively. The slope of the 
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relationship between ln ml and l n m2 is denoted by e and in view of 

(7.6) we put: 

(7. 7) e 

with q equal to the average observed monomer feed ratio. 

Figure 7.1 

ln M1 versus ln M2 for the copolymerization of 
2 0 

etheen and vinyl ace t ate a t 35 kg/ cm and 6 2 C . 

-3.25,--------.--------,----, 

- 3 .30 

-3.35 

-3.40 L..._ ___ _._ ___ ___. ___ ____J 

- 2.96 -2.88 -2.80 - 2.72 
ln M2 

Simple linear regression of ln Ml on ln M2 gives S as an estimate of S 

and regres sion o~ ln M2 on ln M1 gives 6 as an estimate of 1/S. The 

estimate f or e, to be used in (7.7), is now taken to be equa l t o 

After the computation of êj and qj for all experiments (j = l, ... ,N) 

we may apply nonlinear least squares to get estimates for r 1 and r 2 • 

WLS was applied to five copolymerization data sets and t he results are 

s hown in Table 7.1, tagether with the results of nuisance r e gression. 
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TABLE 7. 1. 

Copolymerization parameter estimates resulting 

from WLS and nuisance regression 

copolymerization a) nuisance regression WLS 

Eth-VAc-Bz 0.79 ± 0. 0 2 
b) 

0.80 ± 
2 

r1 

35 kg/ cm r 2 1.39 ± 0.01 1. 37 ± 

VAc-VP r1 0.90 ± 0. 0 3 0.91 ± 
2 

35 kg/ cm r2 1.03 ± 0. 0 3 1.03 ± 

VAc-VPV r1 0.88 ± 0.02 0.88 ± 

35 kg/ cm 2 1. 17 ± 0.02 1.17 ± r2 

VAc-VPV r1 0.86 ± 0.01 0.85 ± 

600 kg/cm 2 1.10 ± 0.02 1.08 ± r2 

VAc -VPV r1 0.84 ± 0.01 0.85 ± 
2 

1200 kg/cm r2 1.04 ± 0.01 1.09 ± 

0. 02 

0 . 03 

0.02 

0.02 

0.01 

0. 0 2 

0 .02 

0. 0 3 

0. 02 

0 .03 

a) copolymerization at 62°C and tert-butyl alcolhol as solvent, unless 

otherwise indicated. 

b) appro ximate standard deviation. 

Eth ethene; VAc = vinyl acetate; VP vinyl proprionate; 

VPV vinyl pivalate; Bz = benzene. 

The low pressure experiments show excellent agreement between the two 

methods, whereas the VAc-VPV copolymerization at 1200 kg/cm2 shows a 

sizeable difference between the two methods for the value of r 2 . 

In o rder to cover a wide range of copolymeriz ations for campa r i ng the 

two methods and to determine the limits of applicability of the WLS 

method, a large number of copolymerization data were simulated in the 

following way. For selected values of r 1 and r 2 to copolymerization 

experiments by means of the sequentia! sampling method [GER] were 

simulated with initial monomer feed r a tios varying from .4 with steps 

of .4 to 4 and M2-convers ion o f 25%. For e ach experiment s t arting at 

0, the M2-conversion was increased by a fixed amount of 1% and the 

corresponding monoroer feedratic is computed from the integrated Alfrey

Mayo equation. !deal gas-liquid chromatographic areas (without measure

me n t e rro rs) can now be computed and then these areas are disturbed by 
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normal error. The relative standard deviations in the areas A1 (monomer 

M1l, A2 (M2 l and As (solvent) were chosen to be 0 .5, 0.5 and 0 . 75 %, 

respectively. These disturbed areas are then used to determine the 

monoroer feed ratio Q and the M2-conversion F2 . The resulting data are 

analysed by the two methods. 

Given r 1r 2 = 1, the Alfrey-Mayo model (7.1) can be written: 

and WLS seems to be appropriate. 

The re sul ts for some selected cases wi th r 1 r 2 = 1 are shown in table 7. 2. 

This table serves to illustrate a limitation of the WLS method . Given 

a fixed M2-conversion and r2 >> r1, the M1-conversion is small compared 

to the measurement error. In that case the regression of ln M2 on ln M1 

yields unreliable results a nd WLS breaks down. In the case r1 = .os and 

r 2 = 20, for example, the WLS estimates are precisely wrong. So both 

the M1- and M2-conversions have to be large enough compared to the 

measurement error in order for WLS to be reliable . 

The next limitation concerns the value of r 1r 2 . 

TABLE 7.2. 

Copolymerization parameter estimates for 

the nuisance regression and WLS methods. 

parameter nuisance regression WLS 
values estimates estimates 

r1 0. 1 o. 125 ± 0.059 
a) 

0. 155 ± 0.038 

r2 10.0 10.08 ± 1.47 7.19 ± 0.67 

r1 10.0 9.96 ± o. 12 9.92 ± 0. 10 

r2 0.1 0.098 ± 0 .004 0.097 ± 0.005 

r1 0.05 0.19 ± 0.22 0.08 ± 0.04 

r2 20.0 3 3.0 ± 14.5 9.0 ± 1.0 

r1 20.0 20.12 ± 0.28 19.92 ± 0.22 

r2 0.05 0.049 ± 0.001 0.047 ± 0.003 

a) approximate standard deviation. 
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If r 1r 2 ~ 1, the relation between ln m1 and ln m2 is not a straight 

line exactly and the WLS results might be erroneous. Simulation re

sults [WAT] indicate that , given the experimental set-up and the 

measurement errors as described before, WLS is applicable for a wide 

range of values of r 1r 2 , i.e., the cases where 0.01 < r 1r 2 < 2, pro

vided both M1- and M2-conversions are large enough compared to the 

measurement error. Copolymerizations with r1r2 < 0.01 or r 1r2 > 2 

camprise 20% o f the cases tabulated in the Polymer Handbock [POL] . 
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SAMENVAITING 

In de toegepaste wetenschappen zijn variabelen vaak met elkaar gerela

teerd door middel van een model, ook wel functionele relatie genoemd. 

De functionele relatie kan een of meer onbekende parameters bevatten, 

waarnaar de interesse van de onde.rzoeker uitgaat. Een voorbeeld is de 

wet van Ohm, met spanning en stroom als variabelen en weerstand als 

parameter. Men spreekt van een verstoorde functionele relatie als de 

variabelen met fout worden gemeten of waargenomen. 

Het probleemgebied van dit proefschrift betreft het doen van uitspra

ken over de onbekende parameters aan de hand van de resultaten van een 

aantal experimenten, waarbij onder een experiment verstaan wordt het 

1 maal waarnemen van alle variabelen. 

Het is bekend dat het schattingsprobleem essentieel onbepaald is als 

geen informatie over de foutenstructuur van de waarnemingen aanwezig 

is. De informatie waar in dit proefschrift van wordt uitgegaan is dat 

al experimenten onderling onafhankelijk zijn, en dat b) de covariantie

matrix van de fouten binnen een experiment op een scalaire factor na 

bekend is. 

De schatters die beschouwd worden minimaliseren een som van kwadraten 

en worden orthogonale kleinste-kwadraten (OKK) schatters genoemd. 

Structurele relaties zijn functionele relaties, waarbij bovendien 

wordt aangenomen dat de variabelen realisaties zijn van stochastische 

grootheden. In de inleiding tot dit proefschrift wordt aannemelijk ge

maakt dat het in de literatuur gemaakte onderscheid tussen structurele 

en functionele relaties vanuit e~pirisch oogpunt niet relevant is. 

In hoofdstuk 2 wordt een iteratief algoritme voor de berekening van 

OKK-schatters besproken. Voor lineaire functionele relaties worden de 

eigenschappen van het algoritme nader beschouwd en er wordt aangetoond 

dat de te minimaliseren functie een uniek minimum heeft en dat alle 

andere stationaire punten niet locaal minimaal zijn. Ook wordt bewezen 

dat in het lineaire geval het algoritme voor specifieke beginschattin

gen met kans 1 convergeert naar de juiste waarden als het aantal waar

nemingen naar oneindig gaat, vooropgesteld dat de waarnemingsvariantie 
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niet al te groot is. In het lineaire geval is singuliere waarden de

compositie niet alleen mogelijk ter bepaling van OKK-schatters, maar 

is in het algemeen zelfs efficiënter. 

In hoofdstuk 3 wordt de minimum-som schatting geïntroduceerd en asymp

totische eigenschappen van minimum-som schatters afgeleid. De niet

lineaire kleinste-kwadraten schatter is een minimum-som schatter en 

een generalisatie van Jennrich's stelling over de asymptotische eigen

schappen van deze schatter wordt gegeven. 

OKK-schatters in lineaire functionele relaties zijn eveneens minimum

som schatters en hun asymptotische verdeling wordt in hoofdstuk 4 con

sistent geschat. Als de fouten homoscedastisch en normaal zijn kunnen 

de asymptotische eigenscahppen efficiënter worden geschat. Enige aan

dacht wordt gegeven aan het toepassen van de gewone kleinste- kwadraten 

methode in verstoorde lineaire functionele relaties, en er wordt een 

bovengrens voor de steekproefgrootte gegeven, waar beneden het toepas

sen van de gewone methode acceptabele resultaten geeft. Een 'gewone 

kleinste-kwadraten'-achtige methode, die herhaalde waarnemingen ver

onderstelt, wordt besproken en vergeleken met OKK-schatting. Sommige 

auteurs gebruiken de inverse van de informatiematrix ter schatting van 

de covariantie-matrix van de OKK-schatters. De ze methode levert incon

sistente resultaten, zoals met een voorbeeld wordt duidelijk gemaakt. 

In hoofdstuk 5 wordt het toetsen van hypothesen en het schatten onder 

lineaire gelijkheidsrestricties in lineaire functionele relaties be

handeld. 

In hoofdstuk 6 komen niet-lineaire functionele relaties aan de orde en 

er worden schatters gegeven voor de covariantie-matrix van OKK-schat

ters. 

In hoofdstuk 7 wordt de -ontwikkelde theorie toegepast in een praktische 

situatie: Het schatten van parameters in copolymerisatie-modellen. 

Een aantal in de literatuur bekende, op linearisatie van de modelfunc

tie gebaseerde, methoden ter schatting van de parameters worden kort 

aangege ve n. De resulta ten van een van die methoden worde n voor een 

a a ntal p raktijkgevalle n en een aantal gesimuleer de gevallen ver ge leken 

met die van nuisance regressie zoals de bepaling van OKK-schattingen 

ook wel wordt genoemd. 
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STELLINGEN 

H.N . Linssen 

5 september 1980 



-I-

Bij het onderwijs in de statistiek wordt te weinig aandacht besteed 

aan problemen de grondslagen betreffende, en te veel aan precieze 

wiskundige me~hoden voor goed gedefinieerde, maar irrelevante, 

problemen. 

-2-

Het onderscheid tussen functionele en structurele relaties is niet 

relevant voor wat de waarnemingen zeggen over de functionele parameters. 

Ref: bl. 2 en 3 van dit proefschrift 

-3-

Tukey's 'basic vacuumclPaner' kan worden gezien als een tweetraps 

kleinste kwadraten schattingsmethode voor de parameters van een 

specifiek model voor waarnemingen gerangschikt in een twee-weg 

tabel. 

Er moet worden getwijfeld aan de waarde van de vacuumcleaner 

voor de data analyse, daar simultane kleinste kwadraten schatting 

van de modelparameters in veel gevallen een aanzienlijk kleinere 

restkwadratensom en een geheel ander residu-patroon oplevert. 

Ref: Tukey J.W . , .Ann. Math . Stat. 33, 1,1967 

Lins sen H.N., COSOR-Mem. 73-10, THE,I973 

-4-

In voorkomende gevallen zal de niet-lineariteitsmaat van Bates 

en Watts de feit e lijke niet-lineariteit van een regressiemodel 

ernstig onder sc hatten. 

Ref: Bates D.II., Watts i.G., J. Royal Stat. Soc. B40, I, 1980 



-5-

Het is jammer dat Tukey niet meer bekendheid heeft gegeven aan 

zijn resultaat betreffende de asymptotische verdeling van ro

buuste schatters in lineaire regressie. 

Immers, ook in recente literatuur wordt deze verdeling incon

sistent geschat, tenzij alle waarnemingsfouten identiek verdeeld 

zijn. 

Ref: Tukey J.W., ongepubliceerd Bell Labs. rapport,1973, geci

teerd in Hill R.W., Comm. Stat. A8(12),1183,1979 

Robustness in Statistics, Launer R.L., Wilkinsen G.N.,red., 

Academie Press,l979 

-6-

Van de gepubliceerde waarden van de parameters van het model 

van Adair voor de zuurstofopname door hemoglobine, is de fysi

sche betekenis onzeker. 

Ref: Clerbaux Th., Kreuzer F., Linssen H.N., van Ouwerkerk H.J., 

in voorbereiding 

-7-

Aan de eis van Tidwell en Mortimer, dat schattingsprocedures 

voor de parameters van copolymerisatie-rnodellen zuivere schat

ters moeten leveren, kan niet worden voldaan. 

Ref: Tidwell P.W., Mortimer G.A., J. Macromol. Sci.-Revs. Macro

mol. Chem. G4(2),281,1970 

-8-

Om te komen tot een rechtvaardiger verdeling van beschikbare 

arbeidsplaatsen, moet het regel zijn de werktijd van een werk

nemer met een nevenbetrekking voor de duur van de nevenbetrek

king evenredig te verkorten. 

-9-

In een volwaardige democratie zijn publieke ambten niet erfelijk. 



"I don't put my faith ir nobody, noteven a scientist" 

(Bob Dylan ' do right to me baby (do unto ethers) ' van: SZow T~ain Coming) 


